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Murray, Ky., 'Tuesday Afternoon, April 18, I978
Le
In Our 99th Year
Canal Supporters, Foes
Seeking Votes Today ,
ileWciAcSHledrNs:or (..  Aei-14) todayiiiiiT- Ti* other2iiiiistellillemained un----
and foes of the Panama Canal treaties
' opened late-hour drives for a handful of
-merits appeared to be within two votes
_of final approval or reLention.  _.,
wavering votes today as the agree-
President Carter met with diss. tai- - was aPProved,______  -
_ Supporters'
possible switch this &áe. 11sat_ treaty
election fight in West Virginia. -
treaty March 16, but was ebrisidered a
treaties in part because of a tough re-
Randolph voted 'against the first
another announced he would vote committed. Howard -Cannon, D-Nev.,
against the treaty turning over the and S.I. Hayakawa, R-Calif.
canal to Panama in the year 2090.
Senate Majority Leader Robert ByrdAn Associated Press count showed 65
Supporters were given-fresh hope on
Monday *hen agreement was reached
, on the issue of U.S. intervention rights
in Panama.
Despite the agreement, however,
both sides acknowledged that today's
final mote remained in doubt and would
be extremely close.
If all 100 senators are present, 67
,--senators must vote for the agreement if
  _ Us, to be Ammucl-
and Sen. Eranit Church, D-Idaho; spentfirm votes for approval, 32 against and last— four days seeking am iden,- three ' .
ground lie_t_vreen competing Concerns-
for Panamanian 'sovereignty and US..
rights to. keep the canaknObrating even
if it were threatened by internal
Panamanian problems.
That issue sparked a demonstration
in Panama City Monday during which
about 100 demonstrators hurledbottles
of paint at the U.S. Embassy. The
crowd was broken up by etilbSwIriging
national guardsmen. "
-Bur *mile demonstrators ':Were
A defeat would mean a major foreign marching in Panama, Senate leaders in
policy setback for Carter and a further - Washington were agreeing on a com-
souring of his relations with Congress. promise that was accepted by both the
Sen. James Abourezk, D-S.D., met • Panamanian government and fresh-
with Carter today arid a staff aide said man Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.
he is now undecided about how to vote. A statement to be attached to the
Abourezk had linked the treaty vote second treaty would declare a policy of
with' the natural gas bill now before non-intervention in Panamanian affairs
House-Senate conferees. -
On Monday, he had said he would -
vote no on the treaty unless Carter
reversed his position orl&regulatron of
natural gas. _
The aide said Abourezk is now _
reconsidering that position following
his meeting with the president.
Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-W. Va.,
'normally a firm ally of Carter, an-





of will in the Carter administration to
deter communist aggression in vario
countries.
Hayakawa, whe voted for the first
treaty, said he might vote against the
second one unless Carter shows a sign
of changing foreign
The senator met with, Carter on
Monday, but said he would not decide
- what to do until shortly before the final
_ vote.
Cannon voted tor the first treaty, but
_was., known to .be. -.under -'-rixtreme—
political pressures totonte against_
second agreement. -
Randolph, usually a Carter .ad-
Ministration ally, voted against' the
first agreement, but was considered a
possible switch on the second.
After agreement on the intervention
issue was reached Monday, DeConcini
said the key to compromise was in-
chision of a phrase which declares that-
-the-thataUW10*Lies.tbezightlitleela___
the canal "open, neutral and secure.
At the same time, DeConcini said, the
statement will also include a statement
that the unilateral U.S. rights to kiteP












TEMPORARY BRIDGE WASHOUT - A tributary of the west-firrIc of Clarks River flooded and washed out-a tem-
porary bridge constructed in the "CoWwater Bottoms" on KY 121 north of Murra, Monday night. A construction .
worker with Barnett Brothers Construction Company of Henderson said about three feet of dirt washed away from
culvert. WorkerS_Were busy re-grading the site today. According to the construction offitial, the-temporary bridge
- will be used later when-We-Old bridge is torn away and a new one is builtilut, officials with the KentuckfDepart-
merit et Transportation, Bureau of Highways' Reidland office are expected to meet with construction workers today
to decide if the 87 inch by 51inch culvert is large enought The washout followed a heavy rain Monday night
K:,nter17,encwintbeinternalaffaini.of President's Honor Concert Set
The intervention controversy
resulted from Panarrianian objections
• to a DeConcini reservation, or cori-
dition, attached to the first treaty,
United States nnileteral 
rights to intervene militarily even if the
canal were threatened by Panamanian
labor strife.
Some liberal senators, like George
McGovern, D-S.D., indicated -they
might vote against the second treaty
unless the DeConcini raaervation was
removed. -
But an aide to the nator said la
- -
Monday that with agreement of the
se
Panamanian government, the com-
promise reached Monday was
generally acceptable" to McGovern.
t •
while upholding the tight of the U.S. to
unilaterally keep the waterway . in
operation..
The Itnendment is to be Voted on
before the final treaty votb.
Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass.,
previously listed as uncommitted, sail
Monday night he would vote in favor of
the treaty.
Hayikawa said last week he is
•
,
Likfreme Court, reversing .1978 ruling, y
barred the public from listening to 30 White House tapes




Generally cloudy tonight and
Wednesday with good chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
40s. Highs Wednesday in the mid
60s.
Thursday through Saturday:
Chance of showers about Friday,
otherwise little or no pre-
cipitation. „
I IV
The President's Honor Concert, an
annual event at Murray State
University since it was introduced In,
1908, is scheduled-an-Tuesday eventw-
April 25. ,
To begin at 8:15 p.m. in Lovett
'Auditorium, the admission-free
'program by the Wind Sintonietta and
The Symphonic Band will feature
Kenneth L Neidig of Wilmette,
educator;  author, journalist, and
musician, us-4w honored guest con- -
ductor,
Neidlg, a 1962 Murray Stategrastuate
who will be recognized by President
Constantine W. Cinris, will be the
conductor for two selections- on the
Building Pagt 5.
Classifieds  . 9, 10, 11
Comics 9
Crossword 9
Dear Abby  '2
Deaths & Funerals 12
Garrott's Galley' 4
Horoscope 3
Let's Stay Well 2
Local Scene 2 3




Honors Day at Murray State
University - a program each spring to
recognize students who have
distinguished themselves - will begin
at 2 p.m. on Sunday, April 2.3, in the
Student Center auditorium.
Approximately 600 students will be
recognized for academic achievement
and leadership during the program.
About 225 individual presentations of
grants, cash awards, certificates, and
citations will be made by the university
and by various campus scholastic and
honorary organizations.
Dr. William G. Read, vice-president
for academic programs, emphasized
that all parents and friends are invited
to attend. He said parents of students to
be recognized on stage have been




during the honors program. Elearlor
Mills, Gdston senior, will deliver the
Association president, will preside
 Curris, university president.
Steve Bourne of Murray, a senior and
the 197'7-78 Student Government
---4-451iTT*Witittf Entroduee -the
acau deem. 'Medellin* wilkpreettle
as representattees of *eith
--TiFiradii at ear...tie-nisi
• tenons. . .
Among students fithe recognized are
the outstanding senior woman and
man; outstanding students in various
academic departments and honor
suciplips Awed- Aiw.:aeholarship, and
, P
students named to "Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities."
A reception in the lobby of the Student




The president of the Kentucky
Academy of Science will be the speaker.
tomorrow at an environmental sciences -
seminar at Murray State University.
Dr. Charles E. Kupchella, who also is
associate director for Administration
and planning with the University of
Louisville's Cancer Center, will discuss
cancer as an environmental disease
resulting from the byproducts. of




Meow 4114 -et 411e. Bieekburw Selene;
Building, and the public is invited.
'Th.Wballs, A IT astocibte -Ortifesair -
of oncology at the University of
Louisville, is a graduate of Indiana
University of Pennsylvania and St.
Bonaventure University, where he
received his doctorate in physiology
and microbiology.
Men's Fashion Show
Set At East April 22
"Stars of the Future," a spring
fashion show featuring men models,
will be held at the Fast Calloway
Elementary School on Saturday, April
22, at 7:00 p.m. at the school, sponsored
by the East Parent-Teacher Club,
The men modeling for the show will
include Bob Allen, principal at East;
Frosty Miller, president of East PTC;
Joe Green, director of security at
Murray State University; Billy Joe
Kingins, member of- the Calloway
County Board of Education; Wimpy
Jones, jailer for Calloway County;
William 'Cherry, Murray State
Agriculture Department; David
Graham manager of Scotts Drugs; Bill
Dodson, Peoples Bank of Murray; also
several PTC members and East staff
members.
Miss Kathy Stubblefield, teacher at
Calloway County High School, will be
the mistress of ceremonies for the
fashion show. •
Serving on the panel of judges will be
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools; Dr. Hal
Houston, surgeon with the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc.: Kenneth Q. Imes,
state representative and co-owner of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home; Jo
Brandon, florist; Leta' Taylor,
beautician; Howard Steely, Bank of
Mw-ray.
Special donations have been made by
Roses, Big K, Gene & Jo's Florist, and
gcott Drugs for the show.
The ,public is urged to attend this
special fund raising benefit of the PTC
for the school, a PTC spokesman said.
Carroll Under Fire For Bahama Trip
program. Pau W. Shahan, director of
bands at Murray State, will conduct the
38-piece sinfonietta and the 65-piece
-band-In the Allier music during the
concert.
Sponsored by the College of Creative
.Expression and the Department of with Neidig as conductor.
Music, the progroim will include the
sinfonietta playing "Credo" by Fisher
Tull ande band-playing three 
movements from '.'First Suite for Band




Calloway County Fire- and Rescue
Squad continues receiving items for a
special squad auctiqn to raise funds to
help buy a new fire truck.
A ,spokesman for the all-volunteer
said the _squad has received_ a
number of items of various descriptiolii-
in response to announcement of the
sale.
• The auction will WI Saturday, April
28, at the rescue squad's headquarters
at S. 4th St., beginning 6:30 p.m.
"The Chester and Miller, and
Shoemaker and Miller auction coin-
-panies are donating their time and
expertise to help make this sale a
success," the spokesman said.
Among items donated thus far are a
Shetland pony, electric organ, piano,
television sets, various household
items, antiques and tools.
Anyone having any Reno they want
to donate may contact the Fire Control
Center at 753-4112 for further in-
fornuitionor to make arrangements to
have items picked up.
The new fire truck will be dedicated
to the memory of late Preston Jones of
Murray. Mr. Jones and his wife Roxie
-
were named honorary members Oren
rescue squad in June of last year..
"Mr. and Mrs. Jones have given
endless support to the squad over the
past several years and were presented
„with a plaque in appreciation of their
Interest in the furtherance of the rescue
squad's cause," the, ,spokesman said.
"The rescue squad- would like to
express a special thanks to all em-
ployers for allowing members of the
squad to take time off from their Jobs in
order to help fight fires and participate
in emergency search and rescue
operations throughout the county and
the surrounding areas," the spokesman
said.
"Without the cooperation of these
employirs the rescue squad could not
function as an all-volunteer
organization.
"Also, a special thanks to all the
countians who help to support the
rescue squad with their donations and
participation in events such as the
auction to be held later this month.
Thanks to you all from the members of
the Calloway County Fire and Rescue
Squad," the spokesman said.
State Plane Made 4 Trips, Spokesman Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
spokesrnan for Gov. Julian Carroll says
a state plane made four round trips
between Miami and the Bahamas
during the governor's recent vacation
Deputy Press Secretary Gary Auxiar
said Monday the governor gave rides in
the plane to several friends and chance
acquaintances, including a couple from
Brazil and a reporter for The Voice, a
suburban Louisvilleweekly newspaper
"They were just people they f the
Carrolls1 bumped into in the
Bahamas," said Auxier. "He has a
habit of picking up passengers when we
have space"
State Auditor George Atkins4 had
charged last week that Carroll's was
using ttje 16-passenger Fairchild tur-
boOrolli lit as a shuttle service on his.
vacation. •
Carroll said hineeded the plane so he
would have transportation readily
available if he had to get back to
Kentucky. •
Records of the state air transport
'79 Democratic Frontrunner
division indicated Carroll logged 25.2
hours of flying time at $400 an hour for a
cost of just over $10,000, state sources
reported.
The memories of Carroll aed others•
were used to piece togefher the
passenger list, Auxier said.
The reporter was identified by Auxier
as Mrs. Lucy Blodgett and the couple
from Brazil as Dr. and Mrs. David
Beatty, Americans now living in Brazil.
Auxier said the governor met Mrs.
Blodgett and her two children while on
vacation in Brazil. Pat Scheen, a
Leuisville resident also on vacation in
Brazil, was listed as a passenger on the
plane as well, the governor's aide said.
Atkins had said last week the state
needs a law or regulation requiring that
_recerds at pessengers and destinations
be kept to deter abuse of state planes.
Carroll does not feel the question of
requiring such record' is" ... a major
policy question" for the governor's
office, Auxier said, but a matter for the
Department pf Fihance and
Administration, the overseer of the the
air transport division.
Early Poll Shows Terry McBrayer Favorite
The results of the first state-wale
popularity poll showed Terry
McBrayer to be th peoples favorite. The
director of the "People Poll," creorit4
Pittner Kendall, of 'Arington revealed
---'the relinvret tyres, contention OW
the mall-in ballots fttithial nempapers
were-touoted7- •
Congressman Carroll Hubbard W
second with 97 votes, Thelma Stovm
received 96-of the total of Ill ballots
Fourth Place wasp tie fietween *George
Atkins and Tom Harris, and Harvey
.Sloane got ed• two. leas than them
There were ten wiiteins with Sen.
Wendell Ford getting three and Bill
Kenton two, and one to Joe Prather,
llarkle.t.Sturgtll  and„ Ralph. 64ives_....,
Kendall said that over 80 counties had
UMW SOOT ST11116-11111T11116- 11111111T -
limited to reader% as 
representative.
''A large number of the ballots weep
checked as sielior citizens, and there
were many marked as state employees
and party ' workers," .iGhdall stated,
"but that is to be expected since they
have a vital interest in the outcome of
this election." He said he had expected
more students to participate since he;
had a yheck. to .be. indicated if student.
"Nanwidly.-we had mare voter -tran
Jefferson and Fayett Counties, altho
Frantic& tointretaPondial eta ata
All of tire sal-founding counties.2."
Kendall said that the reason for the
few write-in vote was tluit these Can-
didates apparently offer a wide choice
of capable and highly qualified persons
to be our next Democratic nominee.
"Campaigning fat stands oLcan-
n
didates on contaversial issues may
' influence the voters by the next poll for „
this position, and It is scheduled for' ,
• August," stated -Kendall. "We plan-,
poll of Democratic candidates for 11,-
itreiniftheirri'irr
to personally thank eVeiZaettr _
took part in .this significaht poll."
"more citizens input is the key to better
government"
Kendall plans to meet with can-
didates.. and or campaign staffs to
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tennis team will *meet
Memphis State on the Murm
, University's courts, Ctieshiit
Street, starting at three pin
Lecture on "Cancer: The
Ultimate " Environment*
Insult" will be by Dr. C. E
Kupchella, president ot
Kentucky Academy of Science
and with University of
Louisville Health' Center, will
be in Room 228, Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
State, at three p.m. No charge
and the public is invited..
Soprano recital by Jeannie
Crowell Read, Paducah, will
luirLALII5 p m in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State.
Murray State Unlveraity-
Theatre will present "Hedda
Gabler" at eight p.m, with
admission being $2.30 or- by
season ticket.
- --7b 0_ p
- - --- Murray State University and at tie lodge hall.• MIA* AliBY MIgta04110n, wbols'33 and a physician,la- - call 762-2716 for further in-quite religious. Every Friday night he serves his two sons, jortnation. -
ages 3 and 5, wine with dinner„,,emd they say a Prayer.
• I wasn't too- concerned about this until the 5-year-old - TOPS Club willvisited us and asked if he could have some wine. Of course
ineet at the 'Health Center,we didn't give it to him, but I started to worry that the
live, at sevenchildren could be developing a taste 'for wine at an early North 7th and O
age and eventually become alcoholic. I read somewhere P.m'
that this could happen.
Is there some way I can coniiiirtids message to my
grandson without offending him?-P.S. -He's a Scorpio and
  sioosal. tako_critisiasa,-vory well.1---.- -
• 
April 19
Kick off coffee for lady
g ers orthe Murray COuntry
GREAT:GRANDMOTHER Club will be at 9:30 a.m. in the
DEAR GRANS:04MM: _Tell him in a 
loving., green room of the club. Note
non-critical wai the_ t hie see asked for wine m, hosee. 
change from date -previously
Afra physkima be idupaisiknowlhe dangers of giving a child • anuuluivwd-
too much wise-too often. (P.S. Scorpios are ohm quick; __1204.10.- luncheon will belearners.)
at twelve noon at the Oaks
DEAR ABBY: We. hear So in.uch these days about
whether to "become involved" when we see a stranger
being attacked or abused by another stranger.
I'm reminded of an experience I had back in 1936 while
. Iroitin)t  _for_ oned_those __Icg...y.eIlOnt--istraatcarn -in-
Minneapolis.
Along came a couple. The Man proceeded to give the
woman a very loud tongue-lashing. She looked So hurt and
defenseless. I finally said, "Look, fellow, you are showing.
very bad manners in talking to a lady that way, and I
suggest that you stop it'."
He seemed amazed that a stranger would interfere, but
he stopped momentarily. Then suddenly the woman
swatted's', alongaisktiat-head -with-her umbrella afitl said
angrily. 'You mind yaw own business! He's MY husband
and be can talk to me any way he wants tot"
I was young. gallant and naive. I also laar awl a lasso/L.
Now if I decide to intefere, I stand back a few paces.
JOHN KELLOGG, FINDLAY, OHIO
CONFIDENTIAL TO"TItYINO HARD" DENVElt!-
Try harder. If I could recommend i re-vision of the
marriage vows, I would suggest, "LOVE, HONOR AND
FORGIVE," instead et "OBEY." I think forgiveness is far
more important to a marriage than obedience.
Do Tee wish yes had more friends? For the secret of
pepalarfty, get Abby's mew booklet: •lio'w Toile Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I With a long,
pelf-addressed, stamped 124 cents) envelope to Abby. 132






























Country Club with Mabel
Rogers, 753-2665, and Burlene
Brewer, 753-5114, as • co-
-chairmen -of the hostesses.
_
Wednesday, April 19
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will bowl at Corvette Lanes at
seven p. m.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of. Mrs.
David Patine at 1:30 p. m..
Wednesday, April 19
Ualloway Homemakers will
have its arts and crafts
the - First
Presbyterfart---Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray.
Displays will be shown after
eleven a.m. and the special
international day program on
Kenya with Luch Hammonds
of the University of Kentucky
as speaker will be at one p.m.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the
home of Mrs. Fred Gingles at
1:30 p.m.
at












Lake Area Singles will meet
at Marshall County Bank,
Benton, at seven p.m. For
information call 753-0499 or
753-507 after- six pin:.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of. Mrs.
' Charlie Lassiter at seven p.m.
• 
Music Department of
DEAR ABBY: How dare you perpetuate the myth thatMurray Woman's Club will
men prefer women with b; breasts? In a recent column in meet at 7:30 p.m. at the clubwhich you offer men tips on how to make themselviiii more ho .
lovable," yoki Alaid4---qf she'? Bat-ebestad and a*D walks
by, pretend not to Oak,. - .
- - -32urraY- --AabefablY--- l'io. - la-
. breasts r;flat-chested.".according to your 38-IlLe4aitelards/ Order of the Rainbow for Girls
'-my'huabiuid among them. He doesn't ,have to "pretend will meet at the lodge hall at
not -to notice." ' , , . seven pm.
If you had done a little research, you would have known
that men who prefer women with-small -breasts *more- Joint recital by ' Charity- mature, intelligent and less Chauvinistic han the Hart, piano, Rockford, Ill.,big-breast worshipers: - - - mid Donald F. Hilton,  _ Please atop trying to make n, and others hktme. truniRt-, Philmont, N. Y. will. that we are inferior and unattractive, and that Iman begin at 8:15 p.m. in Oldwill slobber. himseli into a stupor-over-I -300E-.7.-'-•- - Recital Hall, Price Doyle FineSMALL AND
Arts. Center, Murray State.
seessein width men were asked to describe. "their. "dad Three day criminology Murray women..of the Bus T rt _ -
- Suing & Sway lia45l, To Let's Stay Well
Perform, Home Meeting 
'
The Swing and Sway band of
the Murray Senior Citizens
_organization will entertain
members and guests of the
-Borne Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
department's regular meeting
Thursday,April 20. at the
clubhouse.
The band will perform al
2:45 p.m. at an open meeting.
Director Mrs. Lillie Farris
said she promises a fine
program - the first this
spring for the group.
The chairman, Mrs. Betty
Boston, will conduct a short
business , session fo*r the
department at two p.m. prior
to the program.
• -Hostesses will-be -Ntre Mai--
Hurt, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft,







tt: Mr*, who_ says
that she is approaching 50
years of age, writes that
her skin is thinning. She is
troubled with a ffewwrin-
kles on her lace and brown
spots on the backs of her
hands.
She enjoys participating
in sports and likes ,to be
outdoors.
She asks whether any
new creams or lotions are
.avallable that might be
helpful to her skin.
-A-; Thinning of the skin:-
brown spots on the face
and hands, enlargement of
blo.Od VMAtels And 'AMP-
, •
Of 1 e 1 lo
enior Citizens.
- DEAR S AND S: My apologies. ERR In moat taerwt”rve------
wow. were_i.way__bot. in front. , -.- workshop will begin at . Mooeci1111 meet at eightp.m'_
-iips -of-Baptist Young
Women of First Baptist
Church will meet as follows:
At 9'.3C1.a.-m at the home of
Mrs. Bitch Turnbow, and at
,,,,seyedp.m. at the home of Mrs.
. Ellis Centeenigit-be _open
• from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
singing at 10:30 nin-, lunch at _spattatien roe seiner citizens may be sent earlier to-aMite
Congregate meal site at
Community Center, L. P.
Miller Street (North 2nd) will
be open from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:15
a.m. for transportation.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
lanes.
Murray Sate women's
track team meet Mem-
phis State women's team in a
dual meet at Stewart Stadium
starting at 2:30 p.m.
All-Campus Sing, sponsored
by 'Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia music
fraternities, will begin at 4:30
p.m. on west steps of the
Pogue Special Collection
Library. MSU main library. In
.case of rain the event will be in
Lovett Auditorium.
Thursday, April 21
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court House at
seven p.m.
Horne Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
p.m.
--z
• :-M-nrray Business and
•Professipnal Women's Club
will meet at Murray -Woman's
Club House at 6.30 p.m. wint
the program by the Puppets of
Memorial Baptist Church.
- ---
Temple Hill Chapter No.511
Order of the Eastern Star will





The trip to Opryland USA,
Nashville, Tn., for Calloway
and Marshall County Senior
Citizens , has been changed
from Saturday, . May 27; to
Saturday, lune 3. The gro-up-
will leave from Hardin's City
-Haii oit-Saturday-,--3.nne-5; at 
seven a.m.
The Murray Senior Citizens
van can provide , tran-
noon, table -games and to 1-iltrdin tolneet the bus. reservation,shuffleboard at one p.m., atirt-::
band to play at Woman's Club
House at 2:30 p m.
., •
- - Friday, April 21
Volunteer workers for • the
Cancer Crioasle will_get their
packets at the Holiday Inn
between ten a.m. and four
p.m. The drive is sponsored by
Delta • Department, Murray
Woman's Club.
Second production of
"Hedda Gabler" will be
presented at eight p.m. at
Murray State University
Theatre with admission being
$2.50 or by season ticket.
_ L.lLAlpbaDsUa chapter-of-
• Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
tilt Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.




Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the clubroom at seven .
Thtr4---an nu al ---tredecty
Charity Horse Show will be
held at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m ,sponsored





the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Mrs. Lola
Morton of Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. William A. Forrest of




Jerry Darnell of Hardin has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Joe Lasater of Murray








'sponsor a "Tasting Lail!
cheon" on Thursday. April 27,
in the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church
Educational Building, ac-
-ording to Mrs. James
Staliler, county foot s chair-
man.
Recipe books with recipes of
thefoods served will be on sale
during the luncheon. About 150
different dishes of meats,
salads, vegetables, desserts
and breads wilt be available
for tasting._
Those who wish to attend
may purchase tickets from
any member of a
Serving will start at 1100 Homemakers Club, by con-
st.rn and continue until 1:30 *tailing the County. Extension
0=1 The Price of the luncheon ofrise on Maple Street, or by
will be $2.00. calling Judy Stahler, 153-7387.
Mr...ea'anta-
EVELAND BOY
Mr; and Mrs. Barry Thomas
"Eveland, 1525 Aberdeen
Drive. Madisonville,-are the
parents of a baby boy, Barry
Thomas. Jr., weighing nine
pounds 12 ounces, meaihring
M inches, born on Friday,
April 14, at 3,:02.p.m. at the
Hopkins ('ounty Hospital,
Madisonville.
The father is supervisor of'
the Rocket Oil Company. Mrs.
Eveland is the former Gail
Lyons of Murray.
• Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. it.-&-Eveland of Eustis,.
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs Paul
Lyons, Jr., Murray. Paternal
great grandparents are Mrs.
Leo Barry, Mr. and Mrs.
George Eveland, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Garrison, all of
Florida. Maternal great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. „Paul Lyons, Sr., of
Murray.
Carry-outs will be prepared
upon request and a nursery
will also by provided for
workers and for those at-
tending luncheon.,
"All tickets will be sold
prior to the luncheon and




The family car uses 14 per
cent of the energy consumed
in this country. That category




the UK College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice. The basic fuel economy
of a car is determined by
weight, engine type, and size.
But optional features, tires,
maintenance, and driving
habits are other important
influences on how much fuel is
used.
ness through losii -Of tone
are all signs of aging of the
skin. No cream or lotion is
available to help reduce or
prevent these changes.
They are often -progres-
sive.
An examination of skin
that is normally unex-
posed, such as that on the
lower trunk and buttocks,
often ,reveals fewer such
aging changes than skin
that is regularly exposed to
sunlight. Sunlight is the
main chrruair offender 1/1_
hastening premgttre ag-
ing of the skin.
- Populations that live in -
fir northern or southern
_parts of the worldhave a
limited - exposure 
tolig 
hta rsiont.Perso.n-1.6 -arindamages 
living in warth and sunny.
places, especially those
who work or-play outdoors,
are .more apt receive ex-
cessive closes of ultraviolet
Light in sunlight. Their skin
 __shows evidence thinn-
-Tog, or atrophic aricT-Some3    signs of damage.
Every eirert should-be
made 'to' cut down on skin
The trip will cost $20 which exposure to direct sun-
will include the ticket into light. Such prevention is
Opryland. This amount, $20, the wise approach to pre-
s
should i b:ysesnet6:toothr i;ee cMiturranys._ serve the life of the skin.
C Some helpful suggestions
Offiee, 203 fitilittriel,---112rnw
ad• -ss, phOrieliiihibFr-ind-t4eihing Mtht--"
Wear appropriateMurray, with your name, -
transportation to Hardin, by gloves.-
- even a hat andstating whether you need' skin 
"--
=Avoid ,berng kr sun-Friday, May 5. The money  -
•
light: 'Ban -the tan!'
Remember, about --f-yvo-
thirclt of tbe injurious ul-,
traviolet rays reach the
ground between 10 a.ni
• and 2 p.m, _t_4tandaril
Timer.
• Shield exposed skin
with creams or oils if
unsheltered by clothing
They help to make the skin
feel smoother and more
moist. It is not necessary
to buy apensive cosmek -
ics.'They.do not offer any
be_rlefits that' are ncit_
ready 'available fromyour -
pharmacist in less expen-
_1111/ff products.
Since the ill effects..- of
direct sunlight are cumula-
tive, thige protective or-
- preventive measures -
should be used to help
avoid additional -harm
"" from the, ultraviolet rays,
regardless ,of the present
condition of your. skin.
Local Persons 41
Kentucky-KV'
• Seven 'members  the 
- .Mur-ray-Ca—Ntway County
Retired Teachers Association
attended the =acting of the
Kentucky Retired Teachers
Association held April 13 and
14 at the Holiday'hin, South,
* 
They were Dr.' and Mrs,
Harry Sparks, Mrs. Mary
Smith, Mrs. Laura Jennings,
Mr. and Mrs. Hall McCniston,
and Dr-1. Jack Gardner.
_SOW SALF 
MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP
at a mighty small price.
• § Golden Fried Shrimp
• Fabulous Fryes
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppies
$2.99
Offer good all day on Wednesday - While Supply Lasts
'Long John Silvers
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th Street






















ON DOM • W: WIDE
SOME SLIGHT MILL IRREGULARS






















Prices Good Thru Saturday, April 22nd *
• Central Shopping Center
9-8 Non -Sat, a
1-5 Sun.
  * * * *
99c
SALE
* * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
********* *a a a a a,Y.-








* * * * * * * * *
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•-• :I , Many fields of _endeavor ,_,Deo. _22 to jam 20 id
the present favored by generous 
Venus ' Take everything into account
Jr- skin. - •••` 
influences. Capitalize on your beforeyott begin the day:--0b-
- - - - fine 
treative talents, your serve outside influences 
,
read the minUtes Of the lastns At- .. magnetic personahty.
. .
trends. Do not change plans if
you logically shouki neit.L - meeting.  Miss Louise 
Swann,
R-V 
PLANT TREE — The Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff, pastor of the Immanuel Lutheran Chur- s . 
GEMINI
4 . cli, left is shown with Margaret Trevathan, librarian, as a *wallsars-double 
.5-ii --- AQUARWS
fieWliSiag .-1- A cYla22y itti°W3hich to capitalizeon Jan. 21 to Feb. 10) ''''''''" rd7ingcted• the financial. sten-
eta Of the - vherrytree js iteimplanted by Fred Bear, employed by 
one of the local nurseries. The your versatility and progressive _Auspicious influences now Dr. -Alice ,.„Koenecke, co- -
ry - County tree-was-presented to the Otto County Public Librarr by 
smsernbers of the Im _,_thinking. The big Jobe may-be- stimulate your imagination and eitairman of the annuayeancer. „
' --re-Saler for you to handlelhan the creative taletits:' Pt ogress and -
3 Association . Manuel Lutheran Chureh in observance of Arbor Day. drive with Mrs. Harry Sparks,tedious chores. Patience! enduring reward indicated
!ding of the Local Agent Says-- . . ,
!d Teachers • 
CANCER through properly 
channeled
April 13 and 
(June 22 to July 23( ISO efforts.
PISCES
r' Inn, South, Additives In.FoodPiscussed.4A. Emphasize _ your clear (Feb. 20 to Afar. 20) X -',, thinking and your iruiate un- Avoid  impulsiveness. There's- ' Rah
• 
.derstaiwiing and taleranat -a 
such a tendency' now and it 
, .
To  Protect And l'o.im to—ve-- Foods - others. Thus will you achieie could lead you ipto-errors. so be • Officers to serve next year,.. and Mrs_M_rs, Mary 4.-s- ' - - ..4...... , the cooperation of-associates kr tnreful. , elected at the nreting, were:
ra Jennings, 
bringing about mutual aims. _ ' -Miss • Louise Swami, 'Chair-
Prom The DesicOf • identical to substances found -foods. Food 
spilage, from' , .
II McCniston, .. Jean W. Cloar 
YOU BORN TODAY are man; Mk" Hazel Tare'', vice
-County Extension Agent 
. illAnaptureD I T  IVES  C A N be slowed or 
prevented by • (July 24 to Aug. 231 412
es your quest for 'knowledge is 'Gibson secretary; Mrs.
rdner. _ 
t - 
mold, bacteria and yeast can LEO
endowed with a fine mind and chairman; Miss Vanda
--For Home Et t•imaks —pRoTECT, BWPROVE- cPrtain additives,. Also 
ren- Some -unprecedented mov - 











Prof. Richard Jackso'n, University,- was a guest His subject-was "Art no A
director of the Clara Eagle Art speaker at the Delta Depart- Hobby". He showed slides of
Gallery, and professor of art merit of the Murray uiturnatry-the trend inert in the lath and
education at Murray State Chip on Tuesday; April 4. 19th centuries and. Added,
comments concerning hob-. ,
- Wes. His definition of doing
-something as-a hobby, was an
• urged for self expression in
one• or more interests of
painting, sculpting, drawing,
etc, A hobby is fed by one's
FOR WEDNESDAY. APRIt Is. Ism urge to do something creative,
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ritz* he saj,d.
Prof. Jackson was in-the stars say, read the forecast Keep on your own course.
4given for your birth Sign. Fend off- the tolifnics and the troduced Miss Clara Eagle,
- worry birds. Don't make program chairman. • •
%Tr' Inez-Claito-ri,
suggests . Have logicalMar. 21 to Apr. 20)
reason. man, presided and madeA fine day -for hurdling ob- AA announcements concerning
stacles which may have SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) • the business-of the Executivestymied you in the past; for
skirting impasses. alai un- • A day in which to emphasize . board meeting held MondajL,
desirable situations. A good your itfinneunsst1;ufaoirv.idaoyinthag things in .• The devotion was given by
friend may help you. . not only Mrs. Oneida Ford. She readwill .
forward to-your ne-aPPrctxttwo Older s •s iTApratift. 2UTBur farm dam" 
_
CAPRICORN - Part -of God's- sPlan" and—
You igAre." The 44aees• -










  Frances Drake 
reported on plans for the-
coming drive. Donations to the
Cancer 'Fund, in Memory of
'love ones has almost reached
• , FOOD 'TALI ' • Here - are the -three 
/mac cidity in margarines, lard, _ possible. Study, all situation!! imaginative, persevering and The nominating' tr6asure  
committee
THE CASE OF ----̀ kipiirlant reasoris-
Toradclifig ofis tan-be-slowed-with eh"- -..--------carefulirsolhae-yeereaw•cose--- exteerneli, ambitious *twilit ---:-in-cli-ided - .Mrs.---taefficiently. , - - .- make an outstanding.salesman
. ADDITIVES chemicals to our foods : 
of additives. ,.
, . 0THER FUNCTIONS, TOO - viRcio : ‘. . ' - - and can promote your wares in Rayburn; Misti_Frances
There's not much point . irt----4-Aleinnwell'eflbe bubitivetere . art" --twiny' '--other-----4 - -400-1k- 
--irresistible. In - fact; your Allbritten. Mrs. Rayburn
= —II way that makes Ahern_ -Seleou'und ANL -Evelyn ----
:worrying about all those of certain faith!. An example -functions of additive; to hell) Mixed_ influences: Ch--- 
•.
--•-•••••
- OFFICERS WHO will lead the Delta j3epartment of the
Murray Woman's Club next year are from left - Lucille
Thurman, treasurer; Vanda jean Gibson, secretary; and
Louise Swami, chairman. Hazel Tarry who will serve as




PROF. RICHARD JACKSON, center, takes refreshments
With Clara Eagle, left and Inez Claxton after he gave the
program ,at the Delta Department meeting. Miss lagle
introduced Prof. Jackson and Mrs. Claxton is chairman














chemicals in our foods. would be bread and breakfast' Maintain cosistency' -foods- 
prudent, whet most  business acumen is one of your reported. the slat, tehIchlw"
Everything, including you. and cereals that have . vittanuna _ af,.icgcream;_ta.leagenipliShedursLand wh_eL= 
greatest assets and whether •- voted unenunously,
me, is made up of chemical and minerals added. to color foods; and as be 
completely deleted . or an artistic profession as a . -Hostesses were Lochie Hart, 
Withirleir or baked potato— yeti choose industry-, commerce =- --------- - _ .
eorixpotuas. So what .ie.0431s_ 2-isTtreshattee _the _turar....fi--. ar„--rarnerniir_Tim "tpaetrime_. 
your SAIMIIIP PreSS_ for_oex__
Ana •es gla A „uxima,
and topping; and Stockade
are really talking about are - certain foods. Some examplesa ents in flour -
- - - - - , - -- -,••.!....,...c..;-- - it pay. ou are- inveritIWIITTV , -1,-eo-ife—Tra an
-career ou are bound_ to- mate- -Lucille Thurman, Hazel •-•. .... 1 d .._:_,_
A complete meal, priced
like a snack!
Sit down ,to a ' e,
cheMicals added to our fO0d11.- - would be spices in spice cake Additives help makti:,- LIBRA 
especially in the field of 'VUnda Jean Gibson. A vase of
Food additives can come and sauSage, thellavoring, in possibl the wide variety 
of (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) gadgetry. Other areas suited to jonquils, narcissus, and
e Concentrate on substantial your talents: -education forsythia was on the speaker's.
from natural sources or they soft drinks, and fruit-flavored foods available in groceries and pertinent matters. Avoid literature the` law and the
- be Created in the gelatin. today, and their use * - -activities which interfere with stage. Traits to ciir saDie'






specific need. Additives made pala.labfIlly, and Food and Drug Ad- unexpected scarce could prove of temper. Birthdate of-7 Jay-ne - buffet style 
with mem bera_ • STOCK=
in the laboratory are often wholesomeness of many ministration. extremely 
helpful. Mansfield, film actress. serving themselves. Bel-Air Shopping Center
r".-.,.....
Men s Solfiliesawsday Morning
LAB .*UNIFORMS * WHITE COLORED
ICOATS DRESSES mit SUITS 1 PANTS PANTS
10% OFF $2" & tip $500
& UP 
igo $100




















FLOWER CONE. s „



























































The New Stains In Sneakers,
n terrySATIN d t •
and gleiming in Co/or—










... $500 and $1000\
Several Harks Spriryt & "Mr
SHOES $5-$10-$15
..:121.:••••54/111,' •,` "..",*+ ' 11.4“..1)##.-
U T • -
/X. MOM'





















1- FRANKFORT - Kentuckians will
: vote oretiseconstitutional amendnients
in the fall of 1978, but the record for
approval of such amendments since _
1960 doesn't forebode much success.
Since 1960 Kentucidams have ap-
proved -Only three amendments and
they hai rt-approve4-a. Call for a
• constitutional convention since the last
aetiosei
legislative $43S840.11. At the same time,
newly-elected legislators come to 'a'
sesses-v_of the eassaleal :assembly- without-
zany previous knowledge of legislation
.''to be considered or any experience. -
--‘4960 Kentuckians turned down a
call for a limited constitorionel Con-
vention and they did again m 1966, but
of a different variety:
.`century. In the 1964 legislative session GQV.
Ifithe-1-950sKenteekions-apprevetast-1.itedware-T, nreathitt-not--snithecitr-te•
---afnenChnent. t°  1°- - -4,---npPoint-a MO-member- Constitution:it
-7 pronriate statsceinmon school funds ler- RivisiOn Commission or Assembly,
the basis of average daily attendance These 100 citizens met for more than a
instead of a basis of census on school- year and a half and drafted a proposed-- age children. constitution. This was submitted to•the
The three amendments Approved 
% 
•otersin1966 and it was defeated more
1980-iiii: 1969 to assesilarm lanct-tha n
1óT agricultural and horticultural:-7- -
he,1963 the voters turned 'down to-)xuposes  instead of fair cash value;
proposals ...one would have permitted 51971, to exempt the first $6.500 -
constitutional amendments to be.assessrnent on homesteads for tax
subinated to the voters-instead of two.:purposes; and 1976, revision of the
state's court system. The second would have removed the
salary limits on state officials.c The two amendments to be voted on
The Court of Appeals in 1965 in effectnext year are to change the number of
i,rnerximpms mai may tie ad:alined to passed the secorld amendment whern -
.the voters at one time to four instead of theY handed down fandmark---  _ttie_fressat_twar _stid__ux_chang* the decision of the  rubber dollar.  This_
election date for legislative members decision said that the present salary
from odd years to even years, so newly limits set in the Constitution were in
elected legislators Will have the benefit terms-of the dollar in 1891 and that
of a year's experience for interim inflation has changed so that the same
-sessions•Tot-ieglitative-courrnittees tO "purchasing -07ier today
familiarize- themselves with. questions requirea-higher -salary limits'
'to be  sought uP in the regular . lbw 11174- legislattwe extended the
- legislative- session in -even years. "rubber dollar" opinion to the
Ttrs kther-alTlendment. also waold-liinnestead eke/Tint/on amendment. The
provide be a 10-day session of the
legislature for organizational purposes
lection in the odd year. This
became law without the governor's
exemption this year ls• $8,900 and goes
up with inflation, adjustinents being
about every two years_  







----tarrotes-Galley, BY hiLC. Garrott
To Get Away From It7417,1-1 -d- —
For Missouri's. Big Springs 
perhaps you feel an urge to get out to:*
-Now-that-spring as sprong and I
commune with nature, let me suggest a
"mini-vacation," a two-day jaunt
across the 'Mississippi into the big
-sirtrigs country otthe Missouri Ozarks.
Big Spring is at Van -Buren, Alley
Spring at Eminence, Round Spring just
to the north, Blue Spring off 106 east of
Ern" d Johnson'sShut:
Lo kin Backairrotro o g
sta of' the 'bill argue --that—tChnia?"""444:4411"121.e"1"giir will be adjusted next  
legislators defeated or who do not January and "I expect a to be above
--,ehoose to run far re-election spend an $10,000.- This,will be some relief to the ,
- entire year in • committee meetings
planning what to present to. the next fixed incomes.
Bil8hleSiNMirror




NEW YORK (AP) - Has Presided
Carter promised too much, perhaps_
even been inconsistent. in saying law-
would work simultaneously for less in-
flation. continued growth and smaller
oil imports'
Nothing mutually eiclusive about
such goals, economists agree. But
perhaps, said some of those questioned
about the triad, the improper execution
might make all three goals unat-
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 111, the 108th
day of 1978. There are 257th days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date In 1906, San francisco
was hit by an earthquake. The quake
and fires destroyed half the city.
On this date:
In 1775, the American patriot, Paul
Revere, .made his famous ride in
Massachusetts from Charlestown to
Lexington to warn the Colonists of the
approach of British troops from Boston.
In 1847, American forces captured
Cerro Gordo Hill in Mexico. It was the
first point of resistance on Gen. Win-
field Scott's march on Mexico City.
In 1942, early in World War II, an air
Squadron led by Lt. Gen. James
Doolittle took off from an aircraft
carrier and attacked Tokyo and other
Japanese cities.
In 1946, the League of Nations of-
ficially went out of existence.
In 1970, President Richard Nixon
greeted the Apollo 13 astronauts in
Hawaii after their harrowing, un-
successful attempt to make a moon
landing. 
•
In 1974, Egypt- sswientioed it vas
ending more than 18 years of exclusive •
reliance on Soviet arms supplies add_
would seek armaments elsewhere. •
Ten years ago. Many telegIbpne
workers left their jobs across the
United States in the first national strike
against the Bell System in 21 years.
Five years ago:. •A delegation Irem
Peking arrived in Washington to
=for the opening of Communist . 'Q,. Wouldn't import fees or 'excise meinsece of Boy scout .creop 45 had.nist  _emelt ,,efroveit,ler,,the.:,„urreFtweimperopiosimmpEptaseineser_virseteentratew tienderes „tom sehm_eettiaetttilteihree eterteirwlet Eleeith Administration's move to






This letter is in response to two recent
letters to the editor concerning the
poisoning of animals in this com-
munity.
Gay Gibson has-questioned whether
animals have actually been poisoned,
suggesting that' munching on spoiled
gravy could have poisoned dogs. It is
highly unlikely, however, that 'polled
gravy could produce either arsenic or
-Stryduane, lifilchliaVe-been-dligribied -
as the agents of suffering and death in
spore! instances. Despite Ms. Gibson's
Contention that it is "very unlikely that
a dog or cat could be poisoned, or come
to any Other harm in his owe yard," at.
least one clog, living some ciiStance
from any neighbor and let outside for
uiil -a-few minutes  was -otwiously
'dlely Oini yard.
The same dog has been poisoned twice
under the same circumstances. A
resident of southeast Murray recently
found a hot dog with a strychnine tablet
imbedded in it in his own front yard.
In her letter. Mrs.-ftCwardIAIWinivi
attempts to juitify the poisoning of
animals which are not controlled by
their owners and which menace
humans and their property. Kentucky
law, however, does not contenance the
poisoning of dogs for. any reason. If
neighbors' dog are indeed a menace,
one wonders why Mrs. Shepard does not




• • idt-leuis, we often _Mtge, time and water-worn boulders .41"PeundedrifFeecordenet"lithWhy do sn't she avail herself-thetoi.w.thecamped among the mrings. The two' through which the Black River turn- remedy providetl by the law instead ofolder children were. youngsters then, bles. Youngsters delight in climbing justifying the Alation of the law'and we "roughed it" - sleeping in a across the rocks above the swift, Certainly, dog owners should obeytent, cooking on open fires, playing in _churning water*. the___Leas lam,„ and prevent their dogsthe sw*fft, dear streams arid _Making- When we useitorvidithe Shut-Ins, it - fetal heeimilpg nuisances. But theirpaw fetendatound_pqnpfirea iit_ night. was privatelytnenecL.You had to walk a irresponsibility does not excuse such ,Until last week,however, we hadn't half-mile along a path to the rocks,. but heartless and contemptible practice. as ;wept any appreciable time in that area this area, too, has been developed. Now poi eoning animals. .iind what will• • •_ as e National lc owned by the state and converted into a justify-the death of a child who happens -1..esterville. All- reflect the wonders of • Riverways because Of the swift-flowing beautiful park, it also offers campine-across poison left out for animals? Inature in a fascinating way. Current River - ire.15 years. We barely and picnic facilities. As a result of recent poisoning, the 4.reeegniaed-sorne of our favorite places, Although we-were ready to head for Humane Society Of CàIIowiCounty' now beautiful state parks. Murray from the Shut-Ins, a tourist- has posted a $500 reward for in--•--.-ilet*4-ishatilAsouli1a&figfilst 041.4.6 =litilsdad404reeltiffnefi'greeerrnearbt •TorMaildn- Wittig- to the 'arrest mitt'you would like to make this trip, urged us to visit one more park before conviction of any individual who• .,we headed home. Only seven miles willfully poisons dogs and cats. WhenGo first to Columbus, and, for a away we found Elephant Rocks State added to a similar reieard offered by.Park, composed of huge granite -the American _Humane Association theboulders, many shaped like elephants reward total's $1,000. Let's hope thefind some at least 100 feet high. reward will deter would-be poisoners,Paved, marked trails lead through and .that dog owners will show someand over them past the quarry from consideration for the rights and feelingswhich the granite cobble stones were • of their neighbors as well,cut for the early streets of St. LOWS. _sincerely,
' Elephant.  Rocks was a MEW _and:T_Keith 141. Heim, Presidentfascirthiting experience fur us. Our Jett Humane Society of Calloway 'Comfythought they were "neat," and-had a
great time climbing over them.
+
From Elephant Rocks, it's a short
ride back down Missouri 20 to Ironton
where you pickup 72 east to historic
Fredericktown, Jackson and Cape
Girardeau and Interstate 55, then south
to Sikeston and the circle is complete.
From Sikeston, you can either take
the ferry back across the Mississippi at
Columbus, or take your place lai-the
long line of cars and trucks waiting
turns to creep across the single tape
over the bridge at Cairo.
- 10 Y ea rs Ago
Marguerite Carr of Lexington will be
the Weaker_ at the _annoal spring coo-
ference of District 1 of the Business and
Professional Women's Clubs to be held
-at-the Murray Woman's Club house on
Awn 21 with the Murray club as
hostess. •
- Deaths reported Include' Arno.-
-Wilkerson, ageWiandaikittee flud:
Ferguson.
Elected as new officers of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Teachers of America
were Rita Farris, Kathy Stubblefield,
Mary Janice Morton. Ruth Ann
Barrow, Sharon Underwood, Wanda


















































"The Silk of is came not to be
ministered iamb; but to minster, and
to give his fife a ransom for many."
(Mark 10:45
Cod has ,spent eternity in giving,
and lesos gave ample demonstration
of that in His earthly ministry. Are




One year ago - A PulitTrise went
to the Armenian writer. Alex Haley, tor
hLs bestseller tracing his origins hack'
seven generations to an African village
Today's birthday Actor and
producer Robert Hooks is 41 years old.
Thought for today: For what is a man
prn)ted, if  he slimly gain the whole
world. and Goilge ownioUrr - lfil
Etibie.
tamable.
Questions concerning the goals were
pit to several prominent economists.
Here are their answers:'
Q. Would not limiting-oil imparts
domes& economic growth?
A. By itself, yes, but we must con-
sider the total energy4nti-inflation
program rather than just one aspect of
it. Some say, for example, that if in-
flation were restrained growth might
be spurred, regardless of the higher oil
cost resulting from import restrictions.
Jack Carlson doubts this. The chief
economist of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce claims passage of the House
energy bill - preferred by the presi-
dent -- would cut the 1981 economy by
1.2 percent.
Carlson, who insists his figures have
remained unchallenged by anyone in
the House, maintains the loss in Gross
National Product would be 2 percent, or
$51 billion, by 1985. And continue in that
direction.
By then, he continues, it would also
mean disposable income would be $778
less than it might have been, and that
the economy would be producing 1
million fewer jobs than otherwise would
be created.
Q. But what about those offsets?
A We must consider' them, we must
consider the entire package. Walter
Heller, former chief economic adviser
to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,
believes industry might learn to be
more energy-efficient
lys Walter Hoadley. chief
-tr000mist of the Bank of America: We
must assume a program, not referred
to by, Carter in his inflation talk last
week, to increase production of nuclear
fuel, coal and domestic oil.
- And Murray Weidenbeurh, director of
the Center For The Study of American
Business in St. Louis, reminds us the
nation still can have positive growth,
although slower, while cutting energy
usage.
Said Albert C43X, president of Merrill
Lynch Economics. "The less inflation
the more growth, the less government
spending the more growth." But, he
said. "that's not what he's doing."
-1-+
Van Buren is a little town of 750, right
on the Current River. It relies largelyat Hazel. Two other occupants of the
on vacationers for much of its income.car were injured.
Other deaths reported include Virgil On a typical pmuner day, the Current
McCallon, age 83. • is alive with Oisople floating past on
canoes, rubber rafts and inner tubes,New officers of the Murray Jaycees
are Z. C.Enix, Dr. William Pogue, John of which are advertised everywhere.
Extremely friendly, the peopleSanunons, Hugh Eddie Wilson, and
Robert-Hopkins. promote their area and load you down
with trochures, litter bags and mapsFloyd C. Arnold, metalsmith second
wherever yoo stop. There are severalclass, is serving aboard the USS
comfortable motels in Van Buren, andPaomas County with the U. S. Seventh the Big Spring Restaurant, "featuringFleet in the Far East, now at Guam.
the Blue Room," is a pleasant surprise.Elton Waldrop, Peggy Miller, Judy
Apparently the most popular place inMcNeely, Jackie Fain, Marilyn
town, judging from the breakfast andLassiter, James Adams, Judy Pogue,
Jerry Tarry, Rachel Chester, Bnd-._early coffee drinking crowd, it has a
touch of elegance uncommon to theDiane Morton are members of the cast 
area. Jack Stalcup and his Paducahof the play, "The Skelton Walks," to be
band are scheduled for a "candlelightpresented by the Junior Class of Lynn
buffet" and dance in the Blue RoomGrove High Sdlool tonight M the school.
April 28.• .
30 Yea rp Ago• . • 
+ +
From Van Buren, you can go 11
The body of Orvt. Randall Griffin will miles west on Highway 60 to Winona,.
arrive here April 20 and funeral and then north on 19 for 12 miles to
burial services will be held at Temple Eminence. Seven miles from Eminence
Hill Methodist Oturek•He was killed in Alley Spring. State Park: Alley
action on June 23, 1944. Was a family camping favorite of ours
- Deaths reported include Jewel in the Years Past.Sbut we hardly
Page, age 52. • recognized it. Mis.so 1, taking a page
E. S. Ferguson,  manager of the from Kentucky's tourism book, is
Murray Fleclzie System, suggested rapidly developing its park system, and
that the .city install a new whifeway Alley surely is one Of its most keautlful.
system in the business district of the The spring at Alley is about 100 yards
city at the meeting of the Murray City In diameter and pours Its waters into
Council Jack's Fork of the Carrera Beside it
change, cross the Mississippi on the
Columbus-Belmont ferry, one ofthe few
still operating on the river. It takes
About 15 minutes to gross if you catch
it on the Kentucky side), and the fee is
$3 per car. A huge tractor-trailer rig
crossed with us, and the weight of the
thing forced the front of the ferry
beneath-Ibis Water: -walced- this
closely all the way across - from the
other end.
L' After climbing the sandy bank on the
Missouri side, you follow Highway 80
across the table-flat Missouri bottom
Leeds, through East Prairie to Inter-
state 55. Eight miles north yOu hit High-
we,' 60 and head west past Sikesotn,
•-through Poplar Bluff to y an -Buren,
The annual -West Kentucky Mooting some 85 miles down the road.
championships will be shot at .Jackson Big Spring is 75 yards in diameter
Purchase Gun Club Grounds near and gushes forth millions of gallons of
Coldwater on April 20 and 21. clear, cold, blue-green water to feed the
Ruth and Frances Sexton are pic- twisting Current. John boat excursiccis
tured aboard the Matson Lines 55 are available at Big Spring park, and
Lurline just prior to sailing on April 6 there's a campground, picnic area,
for Honolulu, Hawaii. lodge and cottages. The lodge also has a
fine dining area. We've eaten there•
.20-Years 21 (PI) several times-, but it hadn't opened for
the season when we were there lastBetty-Jean Watson, age 19, and
week.William Ray Oliver, age 23, both of
Paducah, were killed in a car accident
early yesterday morning on the s-curve
In Agaih:eciiiinifiterieratle-T-esedkipen -111'10 Wear.
-Gun Control
P n Sneaky
REP. GEORGE HANSEN (Idaho)
" ..Frustrated Federal bu aucrats
who have had little success i Congress
with strong Federal gu control
proposals seem to be again moving to
the back door approach.
"The Department of Treasury's
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms control has proposed new
regulations-calling for the indexing of
all firearms imported or manufactured
in the United States.
"In addition the new proposed rules
by the Bureau requires each Federal
firearms licensee to report to the
Bureau any theft, loss, or recovery of a
firearm.
"All licensed manufacturers will be
required to submit a quarterly report of
firearms manufactured. The licensed
ma,nufacturers, importers, and dealers
must also submit to the Bureau a
, quarterly report of • firearms
dispositions.
"No matter how you word it, it still
arnounts to gun control. During the last
session of Congress, gun control
legislation was defeated Now the
administration is trying to make an end
run end, in effect, require registration
without congressional approval...
"I am also gravely cpocerned over
tind carefully preserved Ls an old, red the (0.5HA) Occupational Safety and
elFairitrnit rin- the. Unitedwatee-driilen machinery
.-flefeirlFAKer BOB,* WM 19ntlitenCe, •30delL
1011.11104n_ellaL wris fdialendthe old powder row at. owls Bend '-liffletilaisugansrbent a
a r
Blue Spring, considered by many real hazard to tirnberworkers when
theyere net controlled.most begutiful snot in Missouri You
"The implications of control in the":htt „Highway ;I at Ellington and. h-ead







7Sput-bia. • • 
• 4:4.* 
ruling could ultimately cause in-
dividuals and privately owned cor-
portations everywhere to reconsider
allowing sportsmen access to those
millions of_. acres of game-rich tim-
berntrol...
landthat they privately own or
co 
"Federal regulatory burglars seem
to be endlessly finding new ways to rip
off the basic rights of American
citizens...Citizens must respond for-
cefully and aggressively to these





-Bureaucrats continue to ignoire the
President's efforts to redute papers
work.
Bypassing congressmen is the latest
move to impose gun control.
Hazel WOW HAW on April U. The Shutdna amitiningtee maze of 
"If AtIlowed to stand, the agency'i
.. •
A- Yes, by itself such action would be scout _ceis=stern,ig charge ac.
ma( the potentistoftsets, tor esittOPle.. telltV
the promise to hold down deficits, and Weerren, Frank Littleton, "Gene.
wage-prief restraints. Hendon. Tom Lamb, J.' G. Glasgow;
Several economists queried feel the Billy Mott, Harry Furches, Edward
offsets are not entirely clear And those Overbey, and Richard Shackelford.
that ale clear, some fear, may not be C. A. Hines of Greensboro, N. C., will
livirmitilletittsobAnirthe Carter ad- speak at dm district meeting of Mg.
-grigartrilar-WoWnen.orSe World to biSeTd at the
Peellitair •
••••
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By ANDY LANG Residential track lighting,AP Newsfeaitares easy to install by the do-it-your-If you have moved into or seller, makes it possible to ii-looked at a dew house lately, lurnmate those areas in theyou may have noticed that the ' bone' which are the last to see, architect or builder- nal lei/ the tight and to • dramatize asiad more of the nOtiag-- room be reeled:4g on such oh-.tit to the homeowner: jects as a hanging plant, a col-There are few, if any, ceiling lecuon or a painting. In resi-electrical fixtures in such a dential track lighting, the trackhouse. But there are lots of out- itself contains two thin copperlets along the baseboards. The wires, making it a continuous
eoncen5_,11- *tat lighting is an linear power source. You canimportant elefnent in the design move the larripholder anywhereann furnishing of any room and along the track and twist It to
then it should he 11P to the point in the desired direction.
people who live in the house to No separate electric wiring isdecide where the lights-should necessary because the elec-be. trical connection is made auto-
Generally, Wi en. an earaikalt- rnatically as the lampholder ishouse has electrical fixtures itt e4naopa4_an to- the 4Faek.. You
-the-eiMts-finarthi-ra-6-r-6871r: can change the direction of the
was built a long time ago. la- -.light at will as easily as mov-
recent years, most ceiling fix- ing a " clothespin along atures have disappeared except clothesline. &twist of the wristin the kitchen and bathroom, .unlocks the larnpholder fromwith occasional other ex- the track; another twist reat-ceptiOns in dining rooms. ' tactics it.
To most persons, lighting has In addition to its versatility,been an afterthought when- fur- • the use of the track can add to
Malting a home. First, people the living space of a room 
be--.çp   then
•
, -cause R dee:644 1/*:
some Mari and end tables, floor or table space. It's an
then the rest Of the ferniture, energy saver, too, since it
Standing lamps, table lamps achieves more illumination for
and desk lamps are selected • a particular area with lea way-
from a variety of standard, tage. To take care of specific
existing pieces. Fairly recently, lighting problems in certain
lighting has come into its own t  iiidiamethere
as an integral part .of the fur- jthatviattai.-- eannprmount--a m.---,
rushingProcess- pholdets- and .pinups -that, -as ,
"The reason for this," stye_ .apatnonts, bring light, -to- --seekDan Thomson, president of__ areas as a wanting easement
Halo Lighting, "ic.that home- staircase, a back porch, a
owners now have available, in • cleset or any part of any room
miniature, the kindetstirection- in a house in which a single
al lighting that once came only light will do the job.
in sizes and shapes designed
for large commercial show-
rooms, galleries and museums. Do-it-yourselfers will find
The miniaturisation of lanaphol- - -much valuable aformation iii
ders entered a new phase with Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
--theintroduetienisf-a-seriesa-pro-----nieel-Home-Relable--
portioned and styled with an by sending $1.50 to this news-
exciting European flair rather paper at Box-4,- Teaneck, N.J.
than the traditional types." 07666.)
' Smoke Free Guarantee - -
25 Year Warranty di Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
OW ISO Models Available
CHIMNEY SWEEPS








THE ENTIRE FRONT of this two-story home is brick, accented by a portico
on both levels. Plan. HA1035Y, with its circular conversation lounge, offers
-  J449Square feetollthelkilinagr-fuld-1.111.12411me..ted-Wthe upper level. To
obtain moreinformation, write to Yon' & ScherikeTrirChitects-enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 228 7th St., rden City,-N.Y. 11530.
By'ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatnres
Q. - We are turning an old
porch_ into an estra_roatu_asid-
are having some trouble decid-
ing on a window at the front.
We know that regular windows
can be purchased in standard
sizes all ready to be iosertedin-
the. framing, but now we are
• thinking about the possibility of
putting in a bay window.- Can- it
bought ready-made?
• A. - Yes. It can be 'mi-
.-els-as e as a complete
unitincluding the casing. You
have to check, the local
building regulations, as some of
them require that the bay win-
dew be supporTed by a special,
footing and foundation attached
7 to the regular. fpuedation _ 
_cohtaina-se-that. you. .ritI _have
an idea, of what extra- costs
there are, as for plumbing, wir-
ing, heating, etc. Some of the
places to write for information
are: Wickes Lumber, 515 N.
Washington St., Saginaw, Miele_
48607; New England Log
Homes, 2301 State St., Hamden,
Corm. 06315; Ward Cabin Co.,
P.O. Box 72, Hoelton, Maine
04730; and Boyne Falls Log
Homes, Boyne Falls, Mich.
49713. There are literally doz,•
BY VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
Many children persuade their
aging pares to. give up their
homes and enter convalescent
care centers. But these facil-
ities are not foceeeryane.
It may even be cheaper to
consider other-alternatives:TV
example, someone to share the
home in exchange for aiding
the aged parent in maintauune
it.
"My children feared that
was in danger frompre, falling
down stairs, everything you can
think of, so they persuaded me
to go to a nursing home for a
time while they were away,"
one woman said.
One girl had to spend a year..
.4: in Europe on a teaching lots-
, •the othei was moving - pa ie-te--the-patieds:- aeedei --
California, she explained. "So - yet firm in getting them in-
they closed our hduse„ lust-T- -volved in doing the best for •••
said.l would try'it'-'. •• themselves -- bathing, eating,
The only trouble was, she camaraderie, and so on.
said, that she TiaS like a fish
out of water --throther people
were mainly senile, and she
seen. felt that she would go mad
unless 'he. '[Sack-g to
her own home. She finally
Made it by peraueding-a-rela-
Uve to live with her until her
Oder girl returned from Eu-
rope.
-Many people need such care
and more convalescent centers
-. Visit the person from time
to tirne to see if she is happy in
her new home. If not, seek an-
other where her needs would be
better served. ,
- If it is possible, the elderly
parent or relative should
taken out from time to time.
"The saddest thing" com-
mented one former short-term
resident, -is the son or daugh-
ter who makes infrequent visits
have added good nursing faca- and then always comments that
----Ries, but mostagf these eesavev._„. 'we will have you home one
- -are not really for well people—weeltend mote' " Somehow thit -
the women said. „, - -weekend never arrives.
Before choosing such a facil-
ity for a parent or close relief
live, give it lots of thought, this
former patient advises. Here
are some suggestions from her
Q.- A felriyiars ago, I con-
structedste outdoor shed 10 feet -
by 7 feet from materials pur- •
chased at a building supply
dealer. The panels of the--shed-)--
are wood: I never finished the
wood, since it seemed to have-
some kind of clear finish al-
- ready on it. The panels now are .
getting messy and I am
thinking about using varnish on
them. Should use spar var-
nish?
Talk ̀ about. the energy
-efiSiS Ifin't going tog  away,
Soniethieg else frat itrit
going tcr go away is the-rising -
cod sl'heaitng-arid-Wg- -
your home, so learning -to -
economize in gas and elec-
tricjiy is smart thinking as
well as good citizenship.
ens of other companies that sell • "How to Cut Your- Energy
log cabin kits, but those 
happen, _tailAs.-requirrd,The e tra eorda erdititzongival edeii
to be firms whose addresses precise answee; such as the 
• Bale" ix a is&w book_ that rci-
are handy at this time., kind of woocl, whether the oat 
vides you with every possible





morel; -theimme• Irrel"hi-htnil rcr-
Q. - Sometkne within the Q. Some time ago I read cope with both winter and
next few months, our family.", somewhere, perhaps in your by "messY,4 Which cal.' be any- . 
summer—everything  you.
may attempt to put up a log column, that certain metals _ - Gethingerafri dirty 
however, 
to 
paint is . -tilmneed• thmairnkiawng-rbt ciut-inexliemsnsulaiv;T: -cabin, not for a vacation home should not be placed against
but as a year-round residence. each other. Now I tun faced, considered.it more durable fin, storm windows, .getting the
We under/Land there are many with a problem of that sort, but; ish for exterior wood than a -be-stout of air conditioning. -
places where kits are sold with can't recall the details. I expect clear finish. If you l want to re- • .. all the Materials necessary for to put up aluthinum gutters lain the character of the wood It tells you ways to get,
constructing the house. Do you around my house, but .the 
an 
\ use a wood preservative Or maximum elf.fici irwo4r 67-
have y idea of what these present downspouts are steel • stain. • , appliances 
ty 
lire-
kits cost and where they can be and in good condition. Do I 
obtained? have to replace the downspouts (Ilse techniques of using var- 
places:
There is even advice on
A. - TheAdts_havelairice and are _aluminum and steel _nue  ,thatiae, lacquer, stain, rsiMple money-saying steps in
range as wide as that for two metals that do not react bleach, etc., are detailed in buying electric light bulbs. .
houses in general. You can get badly?
them fora few thousand dollars 
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
A. - When aluminum and Finishing in the Home," avail- 
and saving watts, plus a
to more than $100,000, depend- 
. complete energy checklist to
ing on how large a cabin or log
home you want. Write for some
of the available brochures and
catalogs from different com-
panies -and -then decide what
There are • five carnivorous
plants that consume small
creatures, mostly insects.
The National Wildlife Feder-
ation's Ranger Rick's Nature
Magazine says the plants do
this to compensate for a lack of
nitrogen in the soil of wetlands
where they live.
Perhaps the best known is
the Venus Flytrap, found only
along the coast of the Caro-
linas. Others are the Bladder-
wort, Butterwort, Pitcher Plant
and Sundew.
They don't have to chase
their prospective meals, since
nature has equipped them with
-ba4-..and trap. Despite por-
trayal by science fiction, they
are not man-eatere.
Venus Flytrap, which likes
mosquitos, is only six inches in
diameter. Its leaves resemble
green- jaws, with long, spike-
like teeth on either side. The
Flytrap itself has become an
endangered species.
There .re three sensitive
hairs on each side of the leaf.
The jaws snap Shut when an in-
sect lands on a leaf and touches
the hairs. -Juices- within the
plant digest the meal.
The Bladderwort lives under
water and' "gulps" tiny ani-
mels. The leaves are small,
hollow bladders with hairs
around the opening: When the
hairs are touched the trap door
opens and the insect is sucked
steel are in contact with each
other, an electrolytic action oc-
curs that results In corrosion.
Therefore, if you want to avoid
this problem, you should re-
place the steel downspouts with
The story says skeletons of
many insects and the bones of
a tiny frog have been found in-
side the Pitcher Plant.
Some insects are immune to
the Pitcher's powerful digestive
flUid-a-nd live in-Side the plant.
Sundews are tentacled plants
found all over the world. They
have sticky droplets that draw
their prey. When an insect
lights on a leaf, the droplets
hold it until the hairs around
the edge fold over the victim
and the droplets begin their di-
gestive chore.
Hew About Liberty
,The 1978 All-America pickle
Liberty doesn't need a pollina-
tor variety to be blended ir
with the hybrid seed. It produc-
es both male and female flow-
ers on the same plant. Libern
was developed by North Caro-
lina University.
Another new item is 'chillier
eggplant. Ichiban means Nuen-
ber One, and it is said to have
-been the earliest to produce in
tests. Also, from six plants, the
producer said, 476 fruits were
plucked. compared to 115 for
the next most Maul varlet}
able by sending 35 cents and a
long ,STAMPED,    sell-addressed 
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the •
column, but individual corre-





and/or siding can dramat-
ically improve the look of
your home and therefore add
considerably to its value.
help you save in every.area '
the home.
For those who may be
• „building new homes; adding .
- to present ,ones, or renovat-
ing old ones, there are in-
valuable instructions with •
over 700 photos and dia-
grams that will save hun-
dreds of dollars in future
maintenance.
Or, if you are interested in
finding out about heat pumps "
and solar heating—and
whether they are practical for
you—that information is
here, too:
"How to Cut Your-Energy-
Bills•• should be at your local
bookstore. If not, it can be
ordered from Structures Pub-
lishing Company, Box 423,
Farmington, MI 480'24. It
costs $4.95 paperback,
$17.00 clothbound.
- Remember the 'con:- Visit the facility and make valeseent home relative with
sure it represents the needs of occasional letters (it will keep
your relative' Are the Pee* in her interested in writing to
a similar age group? you), tiny gifts (a package is
" - Does your relative have foo to get) and usaany visits
good teeth? If not, she may be as you can manage. Such
put on a soft did tbat*g, not._ . places can be lonely ex-
offer- as much peddle ail OewY -periences.
meats eat other-toods. 'Fry te  • • 
Itel.bor-teeth repaired befpre
sena* bit. to one of these •
- Visit the nursing home
from time to time at different -
hours before you make a deci-
sion. Wander about the building
and observe the recreation of-
fered. Good nursing homes try
to get patients out of bed and
into some kind of daily activity
if they are able.
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F. CL Pal T I CD ni
selector to "Convected Oven"- a
coneealed fan within Oa pm
directs a power-drivel AIM
et' heated air over both "balir
and "heir eleasent--produaiii
a constant flow of heated air
within the oven. You roast
meats at lower temperatures
that preserve their juicy
flavor and speed many baking
and rr,a,ting chores as much as
30 perrent
Convertible coolitop area -on
both sides with tine standard
plug-in grill includes. (converts
to twin grill with optional grill
accessory. Built-in proximity
ventilation system.
The Powerful Ventilation system is built
within the range-smoke, spatters, odors are ...
controlled;
206 E. Main 753-8194
Why?41ecause we cerri , buildings. We can plan your building's
build you a beautiful building. You have alexia unlimited •" interior to create a beautiful.
Like the one shown above. design options. We can give . flexible arrangement. With all
or like_almost any building - you sweeping Redlines'. . ceilings, floors, walls, lighting
in. a .. to struggle to get their sprout 
make . it weather-proof and you have in -mind. - attractive overhangs. even . and other interior elements
The Butterwort has 'Mir, through clay soil. The Nations 
more energy-efficient: So it is You trobably see many . . futuristic domes. You can add finished to your taste,
slender stems topped with Garden Bureau says it doesn ape of 
the best investments
• seem to matter whether the ey er 
. _orriiii:buedings all the time wood, glass, bricE or almost • So whatever yea( euilding
ound these days. .. ,--er
purple flowers. A low cluster of . - --.. without realizing it. And each any type exterior wall Material, needs may tieYeall us. And
down leaves•has a sticky substance is up or  because as loni Look for "Successful . one is prnin that We clin offer ' On' the inside, the design . discover the beauty of having •
that attracts victims. When an as it isn't flat the seed can re It„tifing and Siding- in your , . -you a wide range of beautiful , possibilities are al:owe:le open. us build your nes.' baling-. .
-.laud craW oWs-leiit ifs 'tflecealtt/r aneelligeatb'do*** 1,440,1V, 11 lt-s oar Ifirre 
Which SId,e Up?
You don't e to wort:
of a -pee"
should be face up when 'planted
- as you do with bulbs and
corms. An exception is the bli
lima or butterbean seed,
which are so broad they hay
'root and Rains' lAferage. Tr
good *II it '-doeiert ̀ mine
Inuch.Whic,h,wiiy you plant Qv
seed. '• .
Why not get nd of that old,
Weathered, stained siding
and replace it with smart,
modern material? Or why not
transform your roof by re-
placing asphalt shingles with
cedarr
It's not as hard as you
might think. You just need
good advice—and that's just
what you get in a new book
called "Sbccessful Rooting
and Siding." It gives you
complete information on all
exterior renewal. including
supplemental work on 'dor
mers, gutters, and insulation
It tells you which jobs you
may • safele.lake on yourself
and which should be turned
over ity a--c.ont foe tor. It -also '-
tells you how to deal with
contractors and gives you
know-how abotn materials
for all needs and budgets.
rtyr the jobs that you can
do ycifirsell.' the instructions -
are specific and easy to fol-
low, with many clear dia.
'grams provided. More than
200 black-and-white and '
Cottle* photo's- atso illustrate
this 160-page idea-packed
look.
New roofing and/or siding
Lill not only -improve your
home's appearance, but skill











streaked leaves 'lisped like the (Fir Earl Aronson's ".'Associ- • ,
mouth of a pitcher, A sweet- ated Press Guide to House
Resta 2 
smelling nectar lures the vie- Plants," send $1 tO House An important safety rule • Se. 525
8 ith Urns to climb into the pitcher's . Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 
While hammering: never tete_
mouth. Inside the leaf js slick Rockefeller Plaza, New York, One hammer to strike 
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This letter is in response to two recent
letters to the editor concerning the
.- poisoning of animaLs in this com-
munity.
Gay Gibson has questioned whether
animals have actually been poitonech •
,
suggesting that munching on spoiled
gititry could have poisoned dogs. It is
,-. FRANKFORT - Kentuckians will legislative session. At the same time a highly unlikeir, however, that spoiled
: vote on two constitutional amendmenta newly-elected legislators come to a ...gravy could produce either arsenic or
- in the fall of 1978. but the record fat- session of the general assembly without strict-nine,  which have beeridiagnosed
approval _1.1f_ -such -amendments---sinse ----any ir- lin4Teiigme-of legislation
' - 1960 doesn't forebode much success. ta ne eamadered an any experience. 
-4:-•-as the agents of suffering and death in
- --- Since .,1960 Rerituckians have aP- In 1960 KentuCkians turned down a 
--1-- seieral instances. Despite Ms. Gibson'
-,s_ontention that it is' very unlikely thatproved only three amendments and call for a limited constitutional con-  4 a dog or cat could be poisoned, or come ..:
they haven't approved a call for a vention and they did again in 1966, but
- -mhstttutit'nal convention since the last of a different v ariety. 
"•'... to any other ha& in his own yard," at
''''.; t least one dog, living some distance
In the 1964 legislative session GOV. . •,. "..: . '4- from any neighbor and let outside for
In tie-1950s Kentuckians approved an Edward T. Breathitt got authority to only a few (Innutesit was obviously
amendment to Section 186 to ap- appoint a 100-member Constitutional deliberately poisoned. in Its own yard.
iale-statecommou-scheol funds onv-- • Revision- • Cominission. or -r*mblsr.- The same dog has been poisoned twice
- These 100 citizens met for more than a under - the same circumstances. A -instead -of a basis of census on school- .year and a half and drafted a proposed resident of seutheriat Murray recently •
_ .:tige children,• -.- -constitution. This was submitted to the , found a hot dog with a s intrychne tablet' The three arbenclinent" aneroaed voters in 1966 and it was defeated more 6 
 ammemiwnema.
-since 1960 are 1969 to assess farm land that 3.1„-• _ , • 
imbedded in it in his own front yard._ _
\
• By-Atx-. Garrott--
• _ or jig P" Ise --and -hor-tieulittral7- - - . attempts la justify the poisoning of
--733UrPplleS'
instead 
-crialrai** Fillue•.d. ' proposals.. ,ont would have permitted 5exempt- the first $6,auu 
animaLs which are not controlled by .
assessment- on homesteads ,for tax constitutional -amendments- to be 
• their owners and which menace
:purposes; and 1976, revision . of the submitted to the 
voters instead of two. ' humans and their property. Kentucky
rstate's court system. The second would have 
removed the law, however, does not contenance the
The two amendments to be -voted on salary limits an state officials. • --poisoning of dogs for any reason. If -_
next year are to change the numb-it-1'W-- 'The Court of Appeals in 1965 in effect 
neighbors' dog are indeed a menace,
-amendments that may be submitted to_ passed the second amendment when one 
wonders why Mrs. Shepard does riot
call the county warden and have them





nimpoy attdoesnabciat shacecoradancev il hewt!sethutholaw,thethe -Regent two, and tio dame decision of the rubber . 
dollar. This
Now that spring has sprung and fug , 
.
. - perhaps you- feeran urge to get out to camped among the springs. The two through Which the Black River turn- remedy provided by the law instead ofcommune with nature, let me suggest a older children were youngsters then, bles. Youngsters delight In climbing justifying the violation of the law?elected legislators will have the benefit terms of the dollar in 1891 an t "mini-vacation," a two-day jaunt inci we "roughed it" - sleeping in a across the rocks 'above the swift, Certainly, dog , owners should obeyof a year's experience for interim inflation has changed so that the same across the 'MissisSipni into the big tent, cooking on open ,tires, playing in churning waters.
th




' -familiallze thenladven-Oh_ _  Tglentinn 5--51!4res higher--411111171 it'v . ,,- -1116174FiaalAik-Alt-Vail--Barani--ither-.- new friend" arbundetimpflretlit night 77:tpsaaprivateiy oisafti younact to walko_.....hweepemehaity does net-0ocuse-etioh a-
An- 'be brought UP In_ the regular'.  • -- The 1974 leg5slatare" extended the spring at Eminence, Ittkund sprig* just--- Until last week, however, we hadn't half-mile likings:gab tOthiltroCks, ant:, __heartless and contemptible practice as'- -legislative sessiorriir even-years. - -nruhner -a-011ar" opinion to the to the north, glue Spring off 106 east of spent any appreciable time in that area this area, too, has been developed. Now _poisoning animals. And what will -This latter amenotment,millmakuld homestead exempt/On amendment. The . Eminence and Johnsorea,, Shut-Ins at _ known as the Ozark National sceak ovaied by the state and converted into a justify the death of a child Who happens -provide for a 10-day session of the exemption this year is $8,900 and goes Lesterville. All reflect the wonders of Ftiverways because;of the swift-flowing- beautiful park, it also offers camping across poison left out for-animals?legislature for organizational purposes _ up with inflation adjustments being nature in a fascinating way. Current River - in 15 years. We barely and picnic facilities. As a result of recent poisoning, thefollowing election in the odd year. This made about every two years recognized some of our favorite places,„_ _Although we were reedy 40 heed for
----- n-OW beautifil state parks. Murrayfrom the Shut In tourist has posted 6500 reward f
_ Flumes ne Society orWrewoway Count) 
bill---xignottre.-- Looking 
Bark 
bill became law without ti)e governor's Revenue Commissioner Maurice u y - s, a
, Carpenter said in a telephone interview Here's what I would suggest for you if__ .. euiodeiLlanstat- a aniall-gneellsystitibli-- leadingto. the -arrest an&.-----Proponents of the bill argue that this . ogurc...._01__..ha_ ...agpilted,_ _poitt IONIIIMINIn-7,;---yoo---floiiId -Itee-TO-Miae thia-tria- -- urged us to visit one more-plifitTmfore- conviction of any individual who
-1--F'-- . - C headed h°"le- Oar mei P11106--__willfullY poisons dogs and cats. When
• .
• a\sN.*.sV• - •••-.=•
hn *like_ voters tarried• dowreitwo
the voters at one time to four instead Of: they handed down their landmark
----4ngaortarn-defnatts/ -jariiiary and- "I expect it to be above -
chaise to run fcr re-election speod an $10,000.- This wilt be some relief to the 10 Yews Ago
entire_ Year in committee .---taaitiinle---hard-pressed-eklitare an-7- marguerite Carr of Lexington will be
plannintadiat to present to the-sient-7- fixed incomes.. the speaker at the annual spring con-
.; ference of District-I of the Business and
Professional Women's Clubs to be held
at the Murray Woman's Club house on
April 21 with the Murray club as
hostess.
Deaths reported include Arnie
"Wilkerson, age 87, and Mrs. Rose Rudy
Ferguson.
Elected as new officers of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
Of the Future Teachers of America
were Rita Farris, Kathy Stubblefield,
• Mary Janice -Morton, Ruth Ann
Barrow, Sharon Underwood, Wanda
Garrett, Cynthia Cooper, -
.Watson.
The annual West Kentucky Shooting
championships will be shot at Jackson
purchase Gun Club Grounds near
/Coldwater on April 20 and 21.
Ruth and Frances Sexton are pic-
tured aboard the Matson Lines 55
Lurline just prior to sailing on April 6
for Honolulu, Hawaii.
arrotit— Gaff_
'To Get Away From It All, Head
Km- Missouri's Big Springs
Ets :Mho! oro III
Has President_ 
PromisedToo Much
NEW YORK AP t - Has President
Carter promised too much, perhaps
, even been inconsistent, in saying he
would work simultaneously for less in-
flation. continued growth and smaller
. oil imports?
Nothing mutually exclusive about
- such goals, economists agree. But
perhaps, said some of those questioned
about the triad, the improper execution
might make all three goals unat-
Today tinlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. April 18, the 108th
day of 1978. There are 257th days left in
the year.
•Today's highlight in history;
On this date in 1906, San francisco
was hit by an earthquake The quake
and fires destroyed half the city.
On this date'
fn 1775, the 4,rnerican patriot, Paul
Revere', made his famous ride in
/Massachusetts from Charlestown to
• Ljexiiirton to warn the Colonists of the
approach of British troops from Boston.
In 1847, 4fimerIcan forces captured
Cerro Gordo Hill in Mexico. It was the
first point of resistance on Gen. Win-
field Scott's march bn Mexico City.
In 1942, early in World War II, an air
squadron led by Lt. Gen James
Doolittle took off from an aircraft
carrier and attacked Tokyo and other.
tahule
Questions concerning the goals were
put to- several prominent economists.
Here are their answers:
Q. Would not limiting oil imports slow
domestic economic growth?
A. By itself, yes, but we must con-
sider the total energy-anti-inflation
program rather than just one aspect of
it. Some say, for example, that if in-
flation wee reatrained growth might
be spurr regardless of the higher oil
cost res ing from import restrictions. '
Jack arlson doubts thiti The chief
econo t of • the U.S. Chamber of
Cortunerce claims passage of the House
enersn, bill - preferred by the presi-
dent would cut the 1981 economy by
1,2 percent. .
Qirlson, who insists his figures have
remained unchallenged by anyone in
the House, maintains the loss in Gross
National Product would-be 2 percent, or
851 billion, by 1985. And continue-in that
direction.
By then, he continues, it would also
mean disposable income would be $778
less than it might have been, -and that
the economy would be producing 1
million fewer jobs than otherwise would
be created.
Q. But what about those offsets?
A. We must consider them, we must
'Consider the entire 'package. Walter
Heller, former chief economic adviser
to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson:- --Jerry Tar"' Rachel Chester' and
20 Years Ago
Betty Jean Watain, 'age 21, and
William Ray Oliver, age 25,'•both of
Paducah. were killed in a car accident
early yesterday morning on the s-curve
at Hazel. Two other occupants of the
car were injured. --
Other deaths reported include Virgil
McCallon, age 83. ---
NeW officers of the Murray Jaycees
are Z. c.Cnix, Dr. Arnhem Pogue, John
Sammons, Hugh Eddie Wilson, and
Robert Hopkins. --
Floyd C. Arnold, metalsmith second
class, is serving aboard the • USS
Paumas County with the U. S. Seventh
Fleet in the.rar East, now at Guam.
Elton Waldrop, Peggy Miller, Judy
McNeely,. Jackie Fain, Marilyn
Lassiter, James Adams, Judy Pogue
Diane Morton are members of the cast
believes industry might learn to be of the play, The Skelton Walks," to be
Japanese cities. . ' more energy-efficient.
• In 1946, the League of Nations of- Says Walter Hoadley, chief
ficially went (int of existence. economist of the Bank of America:' We-
in .' 1V70, President Richard Nixon must assume a program, not refehed
greeted the Apollo' 13 astronauts in to by Carter in his inflation 'talk last
Hawaii after their harrowing, tin- week, to increase production of nuclear--
successful attempt to make a moon fuel, coal and domestic oil.
landing. . And Murray Weidenbe urn, director of
In 1974, Egypt announced it .was the Center For The Study of American
ending more than 18 years of exclusive Business in St. IDuls, remindi'ui the
reliance on Soviet arms supplies and nation sttll can have positive growth,
would seek armaments elsewhere although slower, while cutting energy
, Ten years ago: Many ' telepho. ne usage -
workers left their jobs across the Said Albert Cox. president of Merrill
'United States in the first national strike Lynch Econoniics, "The less inflation
against the Bell System in 21, years the more growth; the less government
Five years ago - A delegation from spending the more growth." But, he
Peking arrived in Washington to said, "that's not what he's doing."
prepare for the opening of Communist Q. Wouldn't import fees or excise. ,
' China's first official mission to -the tafes on imported oil be inflationary? an tiotitig at the Hendon's cabin with
[foiled Metes .
presented by the Junior Class of Lynn
Grove High School tonight at the school.
• 30 Years Ago
The body of Prvt. Randall Griffin will
arrive here April 20 and funeral and
burial services will be held at Temple
Hill Methodist Church. He was killed In
action on June 22, 1944.
Deaths reported include Jewel 0
Page, age 52.
E. S. Ferguson, manager of the
Murray Electric System, suggested
that 0' city install a new whiteway
system in the business' district's), the
city at the meeting of the Murray City
Council. -
Members of Bay Snout Troop 45 had
• . e --A:--Yes; by *off 'detraction Woont-tit-- ao.
Ceiejear Pulitzer rrize7reif,- 7,7teCationso..Agatri..teenaitniata,rernitid ̀ 7eardrag...tei isaassosaasaraisato-wfier.
it, the Americati N;;r1te'r, Ali* 'Haley, ea Oahe potential offsets, for esarripie, Tholia on the. cam
ped - were, Nu:
ha bestseller ira4aii his oeigini-bacit 7 the promise to bold down. deficits, arid weireet 
iprihiroututteli (len-6e
seven generations to an African Allege. • wage-price restraints. Hendon, Tom Immite-S. G. Glasgow
Today's birthday: Actor and Several economist's queried feel the Billy Mott, Harry Furches, EdPard
producer Robertliooks is 41 years old. offsets are not entirely clear Andtbit: Overbey, and Richard.Shackelfort
Thought for today: For what is a man that are clear, some fear, may not , C. A. Hines of Greensboro, N. C., wig!.
profited, if he shall gain the whole lived up' to by the Carter ad- speak at the district meeting of the
wiled and lose his own mail? ministratioa, SeyeraL_Allndeditt-lbal- -Woodrisenof the Wmittote held at the
. • Hopei WOW Hall on April V.
tn her letter, Mrs. Edward J. Shepard -




huge granite the American Humane Association the
Co hope the
high. reward will deter would-be poisoners.About 15 minutes to cross (if you t etch "Paved, marked trails lead through and that dog owners will show some
It on the Kentucky side), and the fee is and over them past the quarry from consideration for the rights and feelings
$3 per car. A huge tractor-trailer rig which the granite cobble stones were
crossed with us, and the weight of the cut for the enrly streets of St. Louis. 
csiintheereierlyneighbors as well.
Go first -to- ColumbUsi- and, 'for -a . ay we found Elephant Rocks State added to a similar reward offered by
lumbus-Belrnont ferry, one of the few boulders, many, ithaped like elephants reward totals $1,000. Let's
thing forced the front ,of the ferry Elephant Rocks was a new and Keith M. Heim, President - 
,
beneath the water: 1--watched this fascinating experience for us. Our Jeff , Humane Society of Calloway QUAYclosely all the way across - from the thought they were -neat," and had a
other end. great time climbing over them.
After cLunbing the sandy bank on the -+--4--4- .
Missouri side, you follow Highway 80
across the table-flat Missouri bottom
lands, through East Prairie to Inter-
state 55. Eight miles north you hit High-
- way--60 anittiend--west past Sillesoto,
through Poplar Bluff to Van Buren,
some 85 miles down the road.
Big Spring is 75 yards in diameter
and gushes forth millions of gallons of
clear, cold, blue-green water to feed the
twisting Current. John boat excursions
are available at Big Spring park, and
there's a campground, picnic area,
lodge and cottages. The lodge also has a
fine dining area. We've eaten there
several times, but it hadn't opened for
the season when we were there last
week.
+ ++
Van Buren is a little town of 750, right
on the Current River. It relies largely
on vacationers for much of its income.
On a typical summer day, the Current
Is alive with phople floating past on
canoes, rubber rafts and Ulmer tubes,
all of which are advertised everywhere.
Extremely friendly, the people
promote their area and load you down
with brochures, litter bags and maps
wherever you stoo. There are several
comfortable motels in Van Buren, and -
the Big Spring Restaurant, "featuring
the Blue Room," is a pleasant surprise.
Apparently the most popular place In
town, judging from the breakfast and
early coffet drinking crowd, It has a
touch of elegance. uncommon to the
area. Jack Stalcup and his Paducah
band are scheduled for a "candlelight
buffet" and dance in the, Blue Room
April X.
+++
From Van Buren, you can go 11
miles west on Finthway 60 to Winona,
then north on 19 for 12 miles to
Eminence . Seven miles from Eminence
is Alley Spring state Park. • Alley'
was a family ramping favorite of ours
In the years past, but we hardly
recognized it. Missouri, taking a page
from Kentucky's tourisim . book, is
rapidly developing its park system, and
Alley surely is one of itsInost beautiful.
The spring at Alley is about 100 yards
in diameter and pours its waters into
Jack's Fork of the Current. Beside it
and carefully preserved Is an old, red
grist mill with its three (dories of inn
que,-Witer-arivekintiiiiinery. -
:From Allay Spring soid Eminence,
you can head bast over Missoinri 106
Ptiarthe otirPOsetler mill at Owls 'Bend
and Blue Spring, considered by many
the most beautiful spot in Missouri You
hit Highway 21 at Ellington and head
north for your neat stop -- Johnson's
Shut-Ins.
+++
The Shut-Ins 'are a massive mass of
ride back down Missouri 20 to Ironton
where you pickup 72, east to historic
FreijoricktommJackson 'and
From Elephant Rocks, it's a short Bible Thought
Girardeau and Interstate 55,
From Sikeston, you can either take 
'4The Son of man came not to be
to Sikeston and
. then sou th
the ferry back across the Mississippi at 
ministered unto, but to minsten -and' the Circle is complete.
Columbus, or take your 
(Mark 10:45






life a ransom for many."
you a giver or a recgyv)
of that in HIS earthly ministry. Are
n
,turns to creep across the single lane 
God has spent eternity in giving,
long line of cars and trucks waiting and 
iesus gave ample demonstration 
•
LOWPown FROM THE Congressional
Joe trump - Record
Gun Control
Plan Sneaky
REP. GEORGE HANSEN (Idaho)
".. Frustrated-Federal bureaucrats
who have had little success in Congress,.
. with strong Federal gun control
proposals seem to be again moving to
the back door approach..
"The Department of Treasury's
Bureau of Alcohal, Tobacco, and
Firearms control has proposed pew
regulations calling for the indexing of
all firearms Imported or manufactured
in the United States. - -
"In addition the new proposed rules
by the Bureau requires -each Federal
firearms licensee to report to the
Bureau any theft, loss, or recovery of a
firearm. .
"All licensed manufacturers will be
required to submit a quarterly report of
firearms • manufactured. The licensed
manufacturers, importers, and dealers
must also submit to the Bureau a
quarterly report of firearms
dispositions..
"No matter how you wordlt, it still
amounts to gun control. During the last__
session of Congress, gun control
legislation was defeated. Now the
administration is trying to make an end
run and; in effect, require registration
without congressional approve)...
"1 am -able gravely concerned over
ihe (OSHA) OCcupatiobal Safety and
Health Administration's. move.le
tflpfle sport -hunting 'kis-the United
• States.
--*In a recent 14xdalana ra,10 OSHA
,
Metals mired that lointers represent a
,real- hazard to tiMberwrirkers when
--they are not controlled
• "The implications of control in the
position now being take by OSHA are
ao far reaching that th rt.agger the
 Isitagtriatten-.
"If allowed to. stand, the agency's.
ruling could ultimately cause in-
dividuals and privately owned ror-
_._portatinns everywhere to reconsider
allowing sportsmen access no those
millions of acres of game-rich tirn-
berland that they privately own or
control...
"Federal regulatory burglars seem
to be endlessly finding new ways to rip
off the basic rights of American
citizens. Citizens must respond for-
cefully and aggressively to these





Bureaucrats continue to ignore the
President's efforts to reduce paper-
Bypassing congressmen is the latest
move to impose gun control,
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. By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
If you have moved into or
looked at a new house lately,
.you may have, noticed that the
architect or builder has left
more and more .of the lighting
up to the homeowner.
There are few, if any, ceiling
electrical fixtures in such .a
house. But there are lots of out-
lets along the baseboards. The
concept is that lighting is an
important element in the design
and furnishing of any room and
that it should be up to the
people who live in the house to
decide where the lights should
be.
Generally, when an existing
house has electrical fixtures in
the ceilings of all the rooms, it
was built a long time ago. In
recent years, most ceiling fix-
- tures have disappeared except
in the kitchen and bathroom,
with occasional other 'ex-
ceptions in dining rooms.
To most persons, lighting has-
been an afterthought when fur-
nishing a home. First, people
-obese* earpettng; a-sofa; then'
some chairs and end tables,
then the rest of the furniture.
Standing lamps, table lamps
and desk -lamps- are _selected
from a variety of standard,
• existing pieces. Fairly recently,
_lighting has CQMe into its own_
-as an integral part of the fur-
nishing process. -
"The reason for this," says
Dan Thomson, president of
Halo Lighting, "fii'lliat home-
owners now have available; in
miniature, the kuid of direction-
al lighting that once came only _
--In sizes and shapes designed
for large commercial show-
rooms, galleries and museums„_
The miniaturization of lamphol-
ders entered a new phase with
'the of
portioned and styled with an
exciting European flair rather
than the traditional types."
Residential track lighting,
easy to install by the do-it-your-
selfer, makes it possible to il-
luminate those areas in the
hone/ which are the last to see
the light-and ita dramatize, a
rjkom by focusing on such ob-
jects as a hanging plant, a col-
lection or a painting. In resi-
dential track the track
itself contains two thin copper
wires, making it a continuous
linear power source. You can
move the lampholder anywhere
along the track and twist it to
point in the desired direction.
No separate electric wiring is
necessary because the elec-
trical connection is made auto-
INittc.ally as the lampholder is
snapped on to the track. You
can change, the direction of the
light at will as easily as mov-
ing a clothespin along a
clothesline. k twist of the wrist
-unlocks the lampholder from
the track; .another twist real-
tac es it
In addition to its versatility,
the use of the track can add to
the living_space_oLit_room_b
cause it doesn't take up any
floor or table space. It's an
energy saver, too, since it
achieves more itturninotion for ,
a particular area with less wet--
lege. To take care of specific
lighting problems in certain
Darts-of a home, -there- are also
individual canopy-mount lam-
pholders . and pinups that, as
spotlights, bring light to such
areas as a winding basement
staircase, a back -porch, a
closet or any part of any room
in a house in which a single




much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, ''Prac-
Mal HOme oval-JAW
by sending $1.50 to this news- -
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty & Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over  1.50 Models Available
•
laiW inte 'it free wie Corr or wail. Sr working orris so ilispry











14001i Plat -kavc iLooL2a
THE ENTIRE FRONT of this two-story home is brick, accented by a portico
on both levels. Plan HA1035Y, witn  its circular conversationismige. diers
ims square feetrin-Theiltat floor and 1,183 square feet on the upper level. To
obtain more information, write to York & Schenke, architects-enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 226 7th St., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - We are turning an old
purth Into an extra--rttom and
are having some trouble decid-
ing on a window at the front.
We know that regular windows
can be purchased in standard places to write for information by r feet from materials pur-
sixes all ready to be inserted in are: Wickes Lumber, 515 N. chased at a building supply
11 tuning, but now we are ---Vrairrigten IvfiSLSiginaw,cl: --de-aler. The panels of-the Shed
- thinking about the possibility of 48607; New England Log ' are wood. I never finished the
-putting in a bay-window-Can* Homes, 2301 State St., Hamden,. wood, since -it seemed to have •
be bought ready-made?. Conn. 06518; Ward Cabin Co., some kind of clear finish al-
A. - Yes. It can be pur-
e hased as a complete
imit,includinj the casing. You
will 'have a check the local
building regulations, as some of
them require that-the bay-win-
dow be supported by a special
footing and founUtion attached
- lo-t&- regular foupdatiOn.
Q..- Sometime within the
next few months, our family
May attempt to put up a log
cabin, not for a vacation home
but as a year-round residence.
We -understand there are many
places where kits are sold with
all the materials-necessary for
constructing the house. Do you
have any idea of what these
kits cost and where they can be
' obtained?
ii.- vats tire* a price
range as wide as that for
houses in general. You can get
them for a few thousand dollars
to more than $100,000, depend-
ing on how large a cabin or log
home you want. Write for some
of the available brochures and
catalogs from different com-
panies and then decide "hat
By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
There are five carnivorous
plants that consume small
creatures, mostly insects.
The Natymal Wildlife Feder-
ation's Ranger Rick's Nature
Magazine says the plants do
this to compensate for a lack of
nitrogen in the soil of wetlands
where. they live.
Perhaps the best known is
the Venus Flytrap, found Only
along the coast of the Caro-
linas. Others are the Bladder.'
wort, Butterwort, Pitcher Plant
and Sundew.
They don't have to,,, chase
their prospective meals, since
nature has equipped them with
a bait and trap. Despite por-
trayal by science fiction, they
are not man-eaters.
Venus Flytrap, which likes
mosquitos, is only six inches in
diameter. Its leaves resemble
green jaws, with long, spike-
like teeth on either side. The
Flytrap itself has become an
endangered species.
There are three sensitive
hairs on each side of the leaf.
The jaws snap Shut when an in-
sect lands on a leaf and touches_
the hairs. Juices within the
plant digest the meal.
The Bladderwort lives under
water and "gulps" tiny ani-
mals, The leaves are small,
hollow bladders with hairs
around the opening. When the
hairs are touched the trap door
opens and the insect Is sucked
in.
The Butterwort has long,
slender stems topped With
purple flowers,- A low cluster of
leaves has a sticky substance
that attracts victims. When an
wed crawls onto a leaf, its
tags and body stick. As it works
t2 escape; the leaf curls up and
afolds the bug.
The • Pitcher Plant has red-
streaked leaves shaped like the
mouth of a pitcher. A Sireet-
smelling nectar lures the vic-
tims to climb into the pitcher's
mouth. the, leaf is stick
and the insect lips down.
you want to do. In making your aluminum or leave the down-assessments, remember to be scouts as they are and use steelsure you know what each kit gutters.
ciitafiis sti-AMT-you wur have
an idea of what extra costa
there are, as for plumbing, wir-
ing, heating, etc. Some of the
Q - A few years ago, I con-
structed an outdoor shed 10 feet
, 
ready on it. The panels now ireP.O. Box 72, Houlton, Maine getting kind of massy and I am04730; and Boyne Falls Log thinking about using varnish onHomes, Boyne Falls, Mich. them. Should I use spar var-49713, There are literally dOz-
ens of other_comoapielithal-8814-----sr,o There-are additional de-log cabin kits, but those hapliki tails required in order to give ato be firms whose addresses oresist, angwor, _sua,a4_  tin
art.-handy at this time.-- Tdrid of wood, whether the old
Q. - Some time ago I read
somewhere,'5 perhaps in your
column, that certain metals
should not be placed against '
each other. Now I am faced
with a problem of that sort, but
can't recall the details. I expect
to put up aluminum gutters
around my house, but the. .
present downspouts are steel
and in good condition.. Do I
have to replace the downspouts -
and are aluminum and steel
two metals that do not react
badly?
A. - When aluminum and
steel are in contact with each
other, an electrolytic action oc-
curs that results in corrosion.
Therefore, if you want to avoid
this problem, you should re-
otace the steel downspouts With
The story says skeletons of
many insects and the bones of
a tiny frog have been found in-
side the Pitcher Plant.
Some insects are immune to
.the Pitcher's powerful digestive
fluid and live inside the plant.
Sundews are tentacled plants
found all over the world. They
have sticky droplets that draw
their prey. When an insect
lights on a leaf, the droplets
hold it until the hairs around
the edge fold over the victim
and the droplets begin their di-
gestive chore.
How About Liberty
Th,e 1978 All-America pickle
Liberty doesn't need a pollina-
tor variety to be blended in,
with the hybrid seed. It produc-
es both male and female flow-
ers on the same plant. Liberty
was developed by North Caro
line University.
Another new item is Ichiban
eggplant. Ichiban means Num-
ber One, and it is said tó have
been the earliest to produce in
tests. Also, from six plants, the
producer said, 476 fruits were
plucked, compared to 115 for
the next most bountiful variety.
Which Side Up? ,
You. don't have to worry
about which side of g „seed
should be face up when planted
- as you do with bulbs and
corms. An exception is the bU
Ilina or butterbean seeds.
which are so broad they haye
to struggle to get their sprOU
through clay soil-) The, National
Garden Bureau says it doesn!
seem to matter whether the eye
is up Or down because as long
as it isn't flat The seed can ro
tate easily. once it ;ends Aqwfl
root and gain. leverage. P
good soil it doesn't matte
much *filch way you pram th,
(For Earl Aronson's Associ
ated Press Guide to House
Plants,". send $I to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y 10020.
finish was on the surface or in
the wood, and what you mean
by -messy," which can be any-
thing from dirty to, blistery.
Generally, however, paint is
considered a more durable fin-
ish for exterior wood than a
clear finish. If you want to re-
tain the character of the wood,
use a Wood preservative or
stain.




Many children -perauads their
aging--parents to give op their
homes and enter convalescent
care centers. But these IWO--
axes are not for everyone.
It may even be cheaper to
consider other alternatives. For
,example, someone to share the
home in exchange for aiding
the aged parent in maintaining
it
"My children feared that I
was in danger from fire, falling
down stairs, everything you can
think of, so they persuaded me
to go to a nursing home for a
time while they were away,"
one woman said.
One girl had to spend a year
in Europe on a teaching job
and the other was moving to
California, she explained. "So
they closed our .house and I
said I would try it."
The only trouble was, she
said, that she was like a fish
out of water - the other people
were mainly senile, -and sje.
soon felt that she would go mad.-
unlesa she could get back to
her own borne. She finallf'
made it by persuading a rela-
tive to live with her until her
. older girl_ returned from Eu-
rope. .
-Many people need such care
and more convalescent centers
have added good nursing facil-
ities, but most of these ceoters
are not really for well people,"
the woman said.
Before choosing such a facil-
ity for a parent or close rela-
tive, give it lots of thought, this
former patient advises. Here
are some suggestions from hen
and others:
Talk about the ener
(The techniques of using var-
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy I.ang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," avail-
able by sending 35 cents and a
long,STAMPED, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
will-be answered in 1M
column, but individual corre-





and/or siding can dramat-
ically improve the. look of
your home and therefore add
considerably to its value.
Why not get rid of that old,
weathered, stained siding
and replace it with smart,
modern material? Or why not
transform your roof by re-
placingeditar.:naostphaaslt hsahri ngles lae  
YOU
wtuwith
might think.. You just need
good advice—and that's just
what you get in a new hook
called "Successful Roofing •
and Siding.- It gives you
complete, information on all--
extenor renewal, including
supplemental work on dor-
mers, gutters, and insulation.
It tells you which jobs yob
totay_sarel tisk; Qa_ you/set(
and which should be turned
over to a contractor. It also
tells you how to deal with
contractors and gives you
knOw-how about materials -
for all needs and budgets.
For the-jobs that 'you can
do yourself, the instructions
are specific and easy to fol-
low, with many' clear dia-
grams provided. More than
2.0.0..blzekand-whitc,,a_nd




cnsis isn't going to go away.
Something else that isn't
--going to- go away is The- Wang
cost of heating and lighting
your home, so learning to
economize ingas and elec-
tricity is smart thinking as
well as good citizenship.
.-2'.11oSv to-Cut Youu-F-rielay
Bills"• is a new book that pro-
vides you with ever possible 
-s-Vntit e atio-Ut satong -Met Id
the home. It tellsyou how to
cope with both winter and
summer—everything you
need to know about insula-
tion, making inexpensive
-storm windows, getting the.
best out of air conditipning.




There is even advice- on
`simple iiioney-saiiiiig steps in,
buying_electric light bulbs_
and saving watts, plus a-
complete energy checklist to
help you save in every area of
the home. -
For those who may be
-building new homes, adding.
present ones, or.renovat-
ing old ones, there are in-
valuable instructions with
over 200 photos and dia-
grams that will save hun-
dreds of dollars in future
New roofing and/or siding •
will not only improve your •
home's appearance,. but will
tk,nsake ii weather-proof -and
Mope energy-efficient. So it is
one of the best investment 
around these days. 1*
••• Look for "Successful
bookstore. lJ it s not there: .






An important safety rule
While hammering: never use
one hammer to strike'
another.
maintenance
Or, if.you are interested in
finding out about heat pumps
and solar heating—and
whether they are practical for
you—that information is
here, too
"How to Cut Your Energy
Bills.' should be at your local
bookstore. If not, it can be
ordered from Structures Pub-
lishipg Company, Box 423,




- Visit the facility and make
sure it represents the needs of
your relative. Are the people in
a similar age group?
- Does your relative have
good teeth? If not, she may be
put on a soft diet that does not
offer as much protein as chewy
meats and other foods. 'fry to
get her teeth repaired before
sending her to one of these'
homes.
- Visit the nursing home
from time to time at different
hours before you make a deci-
sion. Wander about the building
and observe the recreation of-
fered. Good nursing homes try
to get patients out of bed and
into some kind of daily activity
if they are able.
- Does the staff seem sym-
pathetic to the patients needs,
yet firm in getting them in-
volved in doing the best for
themselves - bathing, eating,
camaraderie, and so on.
- Visit the person from time
to time to see if she is happy in.
her new home. If not, seek an-
other where her needs would be
better served.
• - if it is possible, the elderly
parent or relative should be
taken out from time to time.
"The saddest thing" corn-
-mented one former short-term
resident, "is the son or daugh-
ter who makes infrequent visits
and then always comments that
"we will have you home one
weekend soon.' "Somehow that
weekend never arrives.
- Remember the con-
valescent home relative with
occasional letters (it will keep
het- interested in writing to
you>, tiny gifts >a package is
fun to get> and as many visits
as you can manage. Such
















-Appliances Are Oue ONLY
Business I -
Convected Heat Oven
'Mien Inn VAS your oven
selector to "Convected Oven' a
concealed fan within the oven
directs a power-driven stream
of bested air over both "bake"
and "boil" element—producing
3 constant flow of heated air
within the oven. You roast
meats at lower temperatures
that preserve their juicy
flaVor .and speed many
arid roasting chores as much as
no percent
The Powerful Ventilation system is built
within the range-smoke, spatters, odors are
controlled;
206 E. Main 753-8194
We can do a lot for your lot.
Why? Because we can
build you a beautiful building.
Like the one shown above,
Or like almost any building
you have in mind.
You probably see many
of our buildings all the time
without. realizing iii. And each
one is proof that we can offer
you a widwadifie iitheautilut "
bu ildings.
You have almost unlimited'
_ design' options. We can give
you sweeping rooflines,
attractive overhangs, even
futuristic domes. You can, add
wood; glass, brick:or almost
any typezsterior wall material.
On the inside, the design
• Npossiliiiiiieetreviseiti4t ,gen
--,Wo.eilet plan tour building's -
...interior to create a beautiful.
flexiblearrangernent. With all
ceilings. Woo's. walls, lighting
and other interior elements
finished your taste.
So whatever your buil4ing
needs may he. call us. 60
discover the beauty of having. s,
hoilityournentibilitilfg77
•
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•Morgan Says Reds Plan IL
To Stay Ahead Of Pack s PUTS 
( MURRAY UlrGER ts T1N1E10
runs, it makes it easy," said
Bonham, a UCLA product who
used to be a Dodger fan. "And
I felt real happy about the
game because some of my
family were i the stands
watching."
In other National League
action, the Philadelphia
Thillies defeated the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates 6-2; the New
York Mets trinuned the St.
Louis Cardinals 6-2; and the
San Francisco Giants
defeated the Atlanta Braves 5- two innings iron;Skip -43ek" team to a one-stroke win in the- OVC Western -cliViSiciti
inning and contributed
another run-scoring jut in
thesixth to lead New York '1
over St. Louis in a .contest
delayed two hours and ?2
mlatites by three rain delays.
Flynn's hits backed the
strong pitching of right-
Cronin Fires 65, Racer
Golfers Win At Western
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
hander Nino Espinosa and One swing cost Bobby Cronin a perfect game.
pinned the defeat on Cardinal However, Cronin wasn't throwing a baseball in his attempt
left-hander Pete Falcone. at a perfect game. What he was doing was swingitlg a golf
Espinosa boosted his lifetime club and Monday at Bowling Green, the Paducah native was
record to 34) against the Cards
with rehef_heip_over_the_fina,,,_s_l_vtaiAng_ti gall'   weIlLas he ever has._
• Cronin frred a five-under par to lead the Murray,State golf
wood. quadrangular rteet. The Racers finished first with a 285 total
Giants 5, Braves I while Middle Tennessee -and Austin Peay tied for second-at
Willie McCovey's two-run 286 and Western Kentucky was fourth with a 295. --
triple ' canned a three'fall' "He had an almost perfect round of golf, with the exception
fifth-inning rally that led ‘Vida of a bogey on the 14th hole, a tough par three," Racer coach
Blue and San Francisco over Buddy Hewitt said. -
Atlanta. The victory was _And he could have had an everrbetterspwrd. On the_18th
'Blue's firSt th the Nathmat , ...hole, he missed a two and-one-half footpntt fora Nitre. But It
League and squared his was a sloping green and a missable putt," Hewitt said.
record at 1-1. The left-hander "I'm very pleased Bobby is starting to show  the potential I
went seven tnnings. allowtng—feel he has and I think he's goinĝthilittince us out very well
five hits and one earned run. for the ovq playoffs.. The rest of our players were all very
Blue was scheduled to pitch,, complimentary of Bobby's round," Hewitt added,
no mare than seven innings in  _Cronin piay.ed_ the front sinP in tour under„par._ Her-had
his second start of the season. _ birdies on three, five, eight and nine to come in at 31. Orfthe
The left-hander missed lie back side, he had birdies On i10 and 11 then his only bogey of
days of spring training late in the day came on 1.4. He parsed the rest of the way out,
March after the Oakland A's finishing with a 34 on the back pine. . .
traded him to the Giants. The "At the turn, we were leading by 10 sliiiiiiihd as a teeth, we
victory was the 125th of his were six under par," Hewitt said.
big-league career. "But on the back nine, we were 11 over. After they found
.. a they had the big lead they got a little concerned and started
- ------pioteC tin. g_ithe.. lead itistead- of plaYialL,  the ..course AM-1-:
almost cost us the match.
"I feel like this is the time of the year when you have toget
something going. I askede boys before the match to play as
relaxed as possible and of Course, we were playing without
any local knowledge of the course. None of our golfers have
everplayed the course before." Hewitt added.
Cronin won  tile titlisbythree strokes as Middle Tennessee's_
• Emile Vaughn was second with a 68. Only a miracle shot put
By ALEX SACHARE Angels turned back the 
Seattle'', seCutive Kiss. Ron Pruiff781110 him that close as oat* 18th hole, Va.ughn made an eagle two . csii '4---- -6 .444 3iss
AP Sports Writer : Mariners 7-3. 
.....,,, a former Texas player, fgt. a from 90 yards out. • Minn • 6 8 . .429 4
The skies were overcast, a .Tigers 18, White Sox 9 three-ro
n homer toNghlight a . As for the rest of the Racer scoring:19m Fiacher canle in Tex , 2 • 7 • .22'2 - -44(ii- -----
stiff Wind was . blowing ants The Tigers rallied for four 
six-run • sixth inning 'for with a 73 with a 36-37 while Larry Patton played the front side at 4 10 - - .285 6
in tivo.under 33 but had a 40 on the back nine for a 73. Monday's Games
only about 500 spectators were runs in the bottom of the ninth 
Cleveland.
on hand. • to beat Chicago. Ron Leflore 
Orioles 6. Yankees 1 Jeff Teller had a 34 on the front side- but had 40 on the Detroit 10, Chicago 9
The Oakland A's felt right at belted a two-run double, Lou' 
Doug DeCinces smashed a back-sitte and finished with a 74. Also playing for the Racer
s Oakland 7, Minnesota 2
home in .Bloomington, Minn., Whitaker drove home 
the • two-run homer in the. fifth was Brian McDonald. He had a 40-36 for a 76
 total. Boston 9 Milwaukee 2
-luronda3-7-. aTher-e- tTeY7--be-it TM- irnirruh 'lettlY1111110t lhitreh"illunglInd 
Bak went 'I--7-----71/eviethe't llf14:1491" butkit/4":"clk- -Ka CIty 3, Toronto 1
Minnesota Twins 7.2 for their gamewiriner scared --on--a to 
beat New York behind Mike - East Tennessee is favored to win the OVC title and last ties* • Cleveland 6, Texas 0
sixth victory in the last seven throwing error by- White -Rat 
Flanagan's-five-hit pitching. ,in the Tennessee Intercollegiate Golf Tournament, Middle . Fialtimnre 6, New York 1-s,-
... Angela 7 Mariners 3 - • _ ' edged out the-Bucs by One stroke for the crown. -
DWI Baylor drove in three In Kentucky, Eastern is expected to be the oRgvc school
.
runs with a towering home run ;The OVC Tournament. Will be played May 14 -
arid-May 15 at
and Sacrifice 'fly, 'leading -fall Creek Falls State Park in Spence' , 
Tenneaare. The
California over Seattle. tourney will be a 54-hole 
event with 27 holes to be played each
California lUt-hander Frank day. -77----.... _ ........
Jackson. Goes From SelhniCandy
To Pushing His Baseball Scrapbook
thrust a lined sheet of paper the spectrum from childhorgi
was taken aback when the girl about
• to those three Ruthian home
Personality, covering
under his nose.








Jackson perused the scrawl, stayed in _ trouble. I broke
which said: "Mr. Stanfield: windoWpanes, put mud on
Due to a previous engagement people's car windows. I didn't
Tracey and Michelle were mischievous kid."
with Reggie Jackson, Kirni, steal or rob, just a
absent 4-17-'78." On Charles 0. Finley: "A
Reggie smiled and signed. tremendous innovator...old-
beamed. That ought to do the failure to relate to people."
"For my teacher," Kimi fashioned grit...his failure was
-• On leaving thssOakland A's:
There were scores of tykes, "It was a very lonely walk
some 'wearing Yankee pin from the clubhouse to the
stripes and helmets in the car.... Tears were • shed. It
block-long queue that kept was like breaking away from
Jackson's left hand busy well a family."
past the hour allotted for the On-Alvin Dark: "He helped
occasion. Me find an inner peace."
Gregory weis---Itis project...his idea, his-- -
On George Steihbrenher:Hairstv% .anothor
ninth grader In . 11.-17affltee 
batting helmet, was first 
decision, his money...he stuck-in
_line, .having, shown_ up_at._11_:_
a.m., four hours before the U117 Uth CUISI6 • with Billy
'
scheduled signing ceremony.
One lady gave her name,
and Raggit TotiktaUp
--'You're from Connecticut,”
he said. -Thanks for your
. telegrams." .
AI was surprised," said Pat
Link of Bridgeport, Conn.,
afterward. -I sent him
telegrams before the fifth and
sixth, games of the World
-Urfa and anOther one this 441.."4"11' 44"- game 
because
fear."
year when the team opened r,„ _
the -season 
rtenectio.n:_-__7_. kson  
Texas. I was amazed he
Jackson: They call you a
remembered. Maybe he 
mercenary. You're not human
doesn't get many telegrams.” 
you're a selfish, egotistical,
. One-way person and that is the'
-The b-120- pages oi way they treat you. Why?.
"Jaxobilia" •-a self-portrait Because you believe in
of the gamela. most talked- yourself."
Martin: "It was part of a bad
dream.- The media made- •
-both-u.s-brawiers-, tried to pit-
us against each other."
On first visit to Baltimore as
a Yankee: "They threw beer
at me, they hung a Black
Samba in right field. They
threw banana skina, stones,
firecrackers, eggs and ape
ples.... My family could not go
- By KEN RAPPOPORT_
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds admit
to being a bunch of front-
runners.
As a matter of fact, they like
it that Way.
-We're in front in the West
• Division and we plan on
staying in front the rest of the
way," Joe Morgan said
Monday night after pounding
three doubles to help the Reds
beat the Los Angeles Dodgers
8-2 in the season's first con-
frontation . between the '
powerful National League
West rivals.
"When we're in front, we're
tough to 'catch," noted
Morgan. "And I know Some
people have been Taying this
first series doesn't mean
much-But this game tonight is
• every bit as important as the
games we'll play against the
Dodgers in September."
Bill Bonham. who has-taken.-
the play away from -Tom
Seaver as the big winner on
the Cincinnati staff, pitched
eight innings of five-hit ball
for his third victory of the
season.
'When you get that many
1.
Phillies 6, Pirates 2
-Jim Lonborg and Tug
McGraw combined on a
sevenhitter to lead
Philadelphia over Pittsburgh.
Along with his strong pitching
perfornianCe, Lonborg dro
in two runs. Greg Luzinski
added a two-run homer for
Philadelphia off losing pitcher
John Candelaria.
Lonborg's two-ritn double
highlighted a three-rua second
inning for the Phillies. The
Philadelphia starter later
needed ninth-inning relief help
from McGraw.
Mets 6, Cardinals 2
Doug Flynn smashed a tie-
breaking single in the fourth
5 00_ Fans_ Wa
Better • Record 1.o33
games.
Picked by most experts to
lag near the bottom of the
American. League's West
Division, the A's have gotten
off to a surprising 7-3 start: Royals 3, Blur Jays I
Manager Bobby Winkles teal Kansas City wan its seventh
this-may be partly do to the in a row on George Brett's
spring-long question of *lids tsrorun homer in the eighth
city the team would be calling . inning. Winning pitcher Larry
home, Oakland or Denver. •Gura, 1-0, limited the Blue
Jays to three hits over seven
The A's trailed 20 after the innings.
first inning but came Bea- 
. .
with four runs in the second to Bed Sox 9, Brewers
go ahead to stay. That has Batch Hobaon drove in three
been.. .their_s earl -season --rune with a homer and a
pattern: fall behind, then double and !'red Lynn and Jim
come back to win. • Rice drove in two runs each as
In other American League the Red Sox pounded the
• games, the Detroit Tigers Brewers fositheir fifth straight
outscored the Chicago White victory. Mike Torres got the
Sox 10-9, the Kansas City win with relief held from Jim
Royals beat the Toronto Blue Wright.
Jays 3-1, the Boston Red Sox Indians 6, Rangers 0
clobbered the Milwaukee Former Ranger Rick Waits,
Brewers 9-2, therleveland making his first start of the
Indians blanked the Texas season, pitched a two-hitter as
Rangers 6-0, :the Baltimore Cleveland snapped a four-
Orioles beat the New York game losing streak and
Yankees 6-1 and the California handed Texas its sixth con-
-right fielder Bobby Bonds.
Detroit starter Mark
Fidrych left the game after
four innings, complaining of if
stiff shoulder.
Tanana .became the American
League's first three-game
winner as he struggled to
victory despite giving up 12
hits, -
BASEBALL
NEW YORK - Catcher Bob
Stinson, who hit .435 and drove
in six runs last week, was
named 'American League
Player of the Week. ,Stinson
became the second member of
the Seattle Mariners to, be so
honored in the short history of
the explinsion team.
NEW YORK - Bob Forsch
of the St. Louis Cardinals, who
pitched the first no-hitterin a
St. Louis ballpark since July
17, 1924, was selected as the
National League Player of the
Week. Forsch fired his gem
against the Philadelphia





Watch For Grand Opening!
• FREE PRIZES
• FREE GIFTS
40 SUPER BUYS 7/
Alto- •SS 401110•




The Chicago Black Hawks
did a lot better against the
Bruins Mender eight tban
they did in two regular-season
visits to Boston Garden.
They scored a goal.
The Bruins shut out Chicago
'three times in four meetings
during the 1977-78 National
Hockey Lea gfle season,
including 1-0 and 7-0 triumphs
at Boston Garden. Monday
night's 8-1 Bruins triumph
over the Black Hawks in the
opener of their quarter-final
playoff series raised the
season's scoring totals to
Boston 19, Chicago 5.
In the other quarter-final
openers Monday night, the
Montreal ,Canadiena scored a
0-2 victory dyer the Detroit
Red Wings,. the New York
Islanders beat the Toronto
Maple Leafs 4-1 and the
Philadelphia Flyers downed




--The Murray High golf team
placed second in a triangular
match at Paducah Monday.
Tilghman won the match
with a 163 total while the
Tigers were a stroke off the
pace at 164 and Cape Central a
very distant third with a 192
tqta 1 .
-Buddy Bryant of Paducah
Tilghman shot a 38 to cleft
medalist honors. Rounding out
the Tilghman scoring were
Greg Overstreet with a 40, Jim
Bundy with a 42 and Tim
Jones with a 43.
For Murray High, Howard
Boone and Lynn Sullivan each
fired a 39 while Greg Cohoon
had a 42 and Trent Jones a 44
David Ryan also played and
'shot a vg.
For Cape, Howard had a 43,
Bertrant 'a 4/1, 'Fidler 'a .5.1
while Nelson and Wither% each
shot 52
The Murray . High golfers
are 1-2 on the season and will
host Fulton City today,
powftlale Oak Thursday
and Calloway Coady Friday.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspoadent
NEW YORK ( AP) - "A
catalogue of -memories that
helped itreng.then many
characters," Reggie Jackson'
scribbled on the fly leaf.
"I wrote every caption
myself - this is a compilation
of,rny innermost feelings," the
New York Yankees' $3 million
super star added Monday in
launching his newest en-
terprise with an autograph
session at a-Fifth Avenue book
store.
It's Re fig le
Scrapbook," a slick pictorial
autobiography in paperback,
price $5.95 marked down
temporarily to $4.76.
Advertised, in the local
papers, the personal ap-
pearance drew several
hundred admirers - men,
women and a flock oTkl
playing hooky from school.
-___Aftefaigning one book far a
- 12111V14-year-old ninth grader
flamed Kimi Schaye, Reggie
Canadiens 6, Red Wings 2
Doug Jartis and Reiean
Houle scored goals 53 seconds ,
apart to spark the four-goal
seeond period -that .carsied--
ijbàllStafldings
_





Bost 3 .667 1
NY 4 5 .444 3
Balt 4 6 400 344
Clev 3 5 .375 31/2
Toro 2 7 .222 5
West
KC 7 • 1 .875 -
Oak - 1
Cal 7 3 .700 I
Montreal past Detroit. •
Bill Lochead and -Dalai
McCourt scored for Detroit.
Yvan Cournoyer had two goals
while Steve Shutt and Pierre
Mondou added single tallies
for' the Canacliens.
Islanders 4, Maple Leafs 1
New York Coach Al Arbour
changed wings on his top
scoring line, replacing Mike
Bossy with Bob Nystrom on
the trio with center Bryan
Trottier and Clark Gullies.
Bossy, who scored 53 goals
in this rookie season, was
matched ,with center Mike
Kaszycki and left wing Bob
Bourne.
All the .shifting paid off.
Bossy and kiiSZYClii each had-
a goal and an assist, Nystrom
had a goal and Bourne set up-
two to pace the Islanders
victory.
• Flyers 4, Sabres I
Rick MacLeish scored twice
while Bob Kelly and Bill
Barber added single goals to
carry Philadelphia to its first_
victory over Buffalo this
season. Terry Martin scored
ffir Buffalo in the first period,




California 7, Seattle 3
fuesdap Games
Chicago (Stone I0) atIktroit
( Slaton 0-1)
Texas (Alexander 04) at
Cleveland I Paxton (1-1)
Baltimore ( D. Martinez 1-1) at.
New York (Guidry 1-0 )
Milwaukee Sorensen 1-1)'&4,
Boston ( Eckersley 0-0)
Oakland ( Langford 0-1) at
Minnesota ( Zahn 10)
Kansas City ( Splittorff 2-0) at
Toronto ( Lemanczyk 0-2)
California Ryan 0-0)ssat




Phil 5 3 .625 -
Chi .p 4 .556 .
NY- 4 6 5 .545 '1i
SLou 5 5 .500 1
Mont 4 4 .500
Pitt 3 7 .300
West
Cinc 8 3 .727 --
LA 6 3 .66Y 1
SFran 6 3 .667 I
Hous 4 6 .400 • 31/2
SDieg 2 5 .286 4-
Atla 1 7 .125 51S
Monday's Games
San Francisco 5, Atlanta 1
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 8, Los Angeles 2
New York 6, St. Louis 2
Only games scheduled
_ Tuesday's Games
Montreal Rogers 1-I) at Chi-
cago ( Burris 1-0 )
Philadelphia (Carlton 1-1 ) at
Pittsburgh I Blyleven 0-1)
New York ( Bruhert 0-1 ) at St.
Louis r Rasrrnis' sen 14 )
Houston J.Niekro 0-1 ) at San
-Diego (Shirley 0-2 )
Cincinnati (Norman 44} -at
Los Angeles I Sutton 1-0) '
Atlanta ( Hannah 0-0) at San
Francisco ( Montefusco 0-0)
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it field. They -
skins, stones,
,ggs and ap-
ly could not go -
ae heeause of
Jackson  th . 
y call you a
['re not human
egotistical,
and that is the
t you. Why?
believe in
AnonymousBob Forsch, who quietly won 20 .eames for St.
Louis last season, has finaffiSt- tracted seine attention.
Forsch had the good sense to pitch a no-hitter Sunday and round match of the $175,000that's always guaranteed to tarn a few heads. What's more--., World Championship Tennishe managed bp make it- controversial because of a scorer's . tournament at .River Oaksdecision and now some people are suggesting he may not-4_
... -.....-.....-.; --- 
Country Club. -- have pitched,a no-hitter at all.
The bosseare4eik6-456-that-the Phillies neglected torget aly&L----- •-•s: • -
hits agaftist Forsch and that would seem to settle the matter. . . Hockey Playoffs
- But for a fleeting moment, most of the witnesses at Busch"
Stadium thought they had seen a single. It fell to Neal Russo, At A Glance
 -veteran baseball writer ef the St. Louis-Post Dispatch, to tell .
managed just four basehits in 
•
the contest, the same total as 
base error sent ip bwo more
the Lakers had. 
runs and it was an 8-3 game.
Calloway had all three runs 
Calloway loaded the bases'
and all four of their hits in the 
in their half of the fourth as an
emir and two walks gave the
James Bymith- opened the 
Lakers,a chance with two outs
but Trigg County worked out
first inning.
game with a single then of the jam. •
Danny Rogers followed with a In the top of the fifth, the
single. Kenneth McCuiston Lakers again loaded the bases
then sinacked a ground-rule and again; County
double, sending in the first escaped unharmed. 
Lakerrun. Trigg ended the game in the
After one man had been fifth as the Wildcats used two
retired,— Keith -Edwards-- siagles, two mat- bit by
singled up the middle-for two ches, a walk and two Laker
RBI's and the Lakers led 3-0. errors to score flee times for
the 10-run lead.
The Lakers fall to 1-5 on the
season and will host Fancy
Farm today before hosting
Wingo Wednesday. Lewes is
here for a single game
Thursday awn the Lakers are
at -Murray High Friday.
Calloway wiff --continue its •
6-3 Wildcat lead. twin bill against South Hopkins
rugged schedule with a 1 p.m.
After 'another want, a two_ Saturday at the Murray-
.. Calloway County Park. 
. , .
the k4egialids teki°1414particlinteurSdpaecia.lil ggOlyrtiOWcal's.waerlitegbilgaiiiwin ' --Xlia S 
Ceikiew Canty 
Staff Photo by Mae Breeds. 
NM-
Day number 11 of Murray State University spring football
practice was rather light. But the news wasn't.
Racer coach Mike Gottfried announced Monday some bad
news. Quarterback Roger Rushing is out with a knee injusy.
. First-string quarterback Mike Dickens had to undergo
knee surgery two weeks ago and hopefully, he'll be ready for
the mid-August drills. The injury to Rushing came in last
Thursday's scrimmage in-Rby Stewart Stadium.
"He didn't even know he'd hurt it until it started giving himBy The Associated Pressthem they were wrong. ,trouble later," Gottfried said.. •
 -Russo tints Hit title/if -Storer Striday'stiltrie worabe-'61-vin f-Oillitee or four"
as Garry Maddox's- eighth. inning shot ripped past third Best of Seven
baseman Ken Reitz, Russo called tbe  play = Monday's Games error. TbenO-.
hitter was preserved. . - , Boston 6, Chicago 1
Every umpire-Who ever wrestled with a close call has Montreal 6, Detroit 2
offered this.bit of philosophy to critics who offer opinions that NY Islanders 4, Toronto 1
a runner-was sale or out or that a pitch was a ball or a strike. Philadelphia 4, Buffalo I
"It ain't nuthin' till I call it," they like to say. Wednesday's Games
And the same thing applies to official scorers, who operate Chicago at Boston
as officers of the league. Russo felt Maddox' ball could have Detroit at Montreal
been handled. When it wasn't, it becatne an error. Toronto at NY Islanders
"I thought Reitz should have had it," Russo explained. "I Buffalo arPhiladelphia.
called it immediately. It was an ordinary play, maybe a step Friday's Games
to Reitz: left. The ball wasn't hit that hard. There -was no Montreal at Detroit
doubt in my mind." NY Islanders at Toronto
That should be good enough. Russo ft an approved scorer, Philadelphia at Buffalo
appointed by the league to function in that capacity. He has Boston at Chicago
been scoring games for 17 years and covering baseball for 22 Sunday's Games`
years. He qualifies for the jolt. . .-- • - - - - Montreal at Detroit
His cell may have beenmigootome_Str it_may have beeaa NY.Islanders at Toronto
bad one. But it was his call, his job to do. And he did it. The Philadelphia at Buffalo
Cardinals thought his judgment was perfect. Boston at Chicago
"Error, all the way," decided Reitz. "I came up too soon on Tuesday's Games, April 25
the ball. I got my glove on it. I should have had it." . Chicaga at Boston, if
There is some differing opinion on that phase of scdring. necessary
Some official scorers believe if a major leaguer gets his glove Detroit at Montreal, if
on a ball, he should make the play, unless he has made an necessary 
-
extraordinary effort to reach the ball. Others argue that you Toronto at New York
can only flash the "E" sign when a routine play is not Islanders, if necessary
executed. At issue here is whether Maddox' ball was routine. Buffalo A PhiLsdephia, if
Russo and the Cardinals thought so. The Phillies, obviously, necessary
did not. Thursday's Games, April 27
Mike Schmidt, the Philadelphia third baseman and Montreal at Detroit, if
something of t‘n expert on the geography as a Gold GTO-ye necessary
winner, said there was no-Sense debating the play. 'll-fit, all New York Islanders at
the way," decided Schmidt. "I think they should go to former Toronto, if necessary
ball players who know what the game's all about to do the Philadelphia at Buffalo, if
scoring," he added. ----- necessary .
The third baseman neglected to add that 'Russo has been Boston at Chicago. if
covering baseball since Schmidt was 6 years old. It is necessary.









Theme: "What The Bible Says"
"ABOUT THE POWER OF THE GOSPEL"
(Monday, 7:30 PM) '
"ABOUT THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH"
• (Tuesday, 7:30 PM)
"ABOUT OUR INFLUENCE"
(Wednesday, 7:30 PM)
"MOO MT CHRIST'S SECOND COM' G"
(Thursday, 7:30 PM)
"ABOUT OUR NEED.TO PREPARE" •
(Friday,7:30PM)
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15-4, 5-1 On Season
Murray High ran 'its
baseball record' to an im-
pressive 5-1 with an easy 15-4
win at Mar-shaft County
Monday.
Sophomore righthander
Kim Wilson worked the
distance on the mound for the
Tigers. All four of the Mar-
shall County runs were




Murray took a 1-0 lead in the
first when Kim Wilson walked,
stole second and eventually
scored when Brad Taylor
singled. The lead was short-
lived as the Marshals coun-
Ar-O-With  t_Wein_.the4r_h_aLLat_
-the frame.
A walk, an error and a two-
run single lit Darrell Vail
Meter produced the Marshall
County runs.
Murray wed ahead 4-2 by
seeringtheee-runs in the top of
the third. Using their famous
two-out rally, the Tigers
loaded the bases on singles by
Bruce Taylor and John,
Denham then Dean Cherry
reached on an error. -
Mickey Spann drew an J(BI
walk and two other 'runs
scored on passed balls.
Marshall County, which
handed the Tigers a game last
week with some costly and.
embarrassing errors; hlidia
errors Monday.
- Murray put the game away
in the fourth with a seven-run
explosion-for an 11-2 lead.
Two walks and a hit. bat- -
smen loaded the bases and
after one out, freshman Bruce
Taylor walked to force in e
run. Denham laced a 'two-run
single then Cherry followed
_with_ a -two-run- -single-:-A--
passedbati scored another ran
and the finely tally of the
lining scored when Thomas
Kendall. Singled.
After Murray scored three
runs in the top of the sixth and
the Marshals flitted tnseare- in
their half of the inning, the
game was stopped because of
10-run rule.
Russo Has No Doubt On
His Controversial Call_
By HAL BOCK 
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON — Top-seeded•
, Brian Gottfried defeated Pat
DuPre 4-6, 6-1, 6-2 in a first-
••••••
The key hit tn the three-run
sixth for Murray was a two-
run single by Brad Taylor.
The Tigers used 16 players
in the contest.
Murray is scheduled to play
a home twinbill today with
Henry County. Wednesday,
Fulton Cosity_is here for a 4
p.m. single genie before the
Tigers have a big tvrinighter
Thursday.
In the first game Thursday,
the Tigers will meet Tilghman
at 4 p.m. then in the 7 p.m.
nightcap, it will be Murray
High going against Reidland.
Friday, Murray High and
Calloway County will play a 4
p.m. game at Holland
Stadium.- The Leiters will be
Vie host team.
.W Tr.iggtountylains Reverw
With Easy Win er Calloway
The Calloway County High
School baseball team played
well at Trigg County Mon-
day.. .for three innings.
After three innings, the
Laken and the host Wildcats
were locked in a 3-3 deadlock.
But in the last of the fourth,
Trigg County came up with
five runs then in the last of the
fifth, added five more to take a
13-3 win in a game shortened
by the 10-run rule.
The Lakers used three
pitchers -Man attempt-to- find--
the right combination. Kelly
White started and worked
three and one-third frames Trigg countered with two in
. and, gave up Six mar itulle their half of the first then tied
Fred Kemp worked two-thirds the game with a run in the
of an inning and gave up two second.
runs. Craig Rogers worked the . Trigg County's first two
final inning and gave up _five . hatters went down an strikes
runs before the Wildcats in the fourth before three
scored the game-ending run- , consecutive walks filled the
Wars ISTA with two men out in the fifth. _sacks then Bobby Rascoe
Kendall-cf  ----- ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL — MSU assistant football coach Tom- Calloway pitchers issued a belted a three-run double for a3 1 1
Yo
Bill ilson-lf  '
Requarth-lf 
ererneldrair: - 









John Denharh-c 4 2 2
Aiilton-ph 1 0 1
'Cherry-lb 4 2 1
Mark Denham-ph 1 0 0
Spann-24 1 1 0
Routt-2b  0 0
Kim Wilson-p '3 0 0
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mie liggins was really awake, though most felt he was total of 10 walks and hit three
probably sleeping as he was smoked in a wheelchair race in batteis and Trigg Counp,
--or -After the scrimmage Thursday, the Racers wereoff the
entire weekend so the coaching staff could evaluate the film.
"As for thefilms, we found a lot otareas for Work. We are
going to have to put more emphasis on our pass rush and our
defensive seeendary. We made* lot of mistakes and hada lot ,
.of missed assignmehts and that's something we're going to
have to stress," Gottfried said.
Two position changes have been made. Former Murray
High star Tony Boone has been moved-to middle guard and
Eddie Galrein has been moved to the other side of the ball,
switching to a defensive tackle position. Greg King, who
caught several passes in the scrimmage Thursday at split
end, will also work at wingback.
"As for bright spots in Monday 'apraerice, have-tosay -
Austin Perine made a big impression. He's starting to get a
feel for the wide receiver position.
"Also, both of our fullbacks, Tyrus Brown and Randy
Jones, made the coaching-staff take notice. Both of them had
been injured but they're back ui there now and really fighting
for the position," Gottfried added.
Defensive end' Bill Shannon, who missed the Thursday--
scrimmage because of an ankle injury, will be out the rest of
the week.
The Racer coaching staff_ will go to Southern Illinois
University today and watch the Salukis scrimmage. Then
Friday, the Saluki staff, headed by Rey Dempsey, will come
to MSU to watch the Racers work out. -
"Coach Dempsey and I are very close and our staffs will be
exchanging ideas and maybe we can -help each other,"
Gottfried said.
Today is a weight day while practice will resume Wed-
nesday. The Racers, who will play their spring game two
weeks from Thursday, will probably hold a major scrim-
mage Saturday morning.
more days. If Rushing-is injured badly enough to sideline him
the rest of the spring. then spring praclict will-he in trouble.
The injury to Rushing leaves, Ricky Ray-as the number one
quarterback while Steve Klein is second string. That's it. The • .
Racers have noMore quarterbacks. ' •
Bill Rodgers Wins Marathon,
Closest Finish In 82 Years
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Bill
Rodgers put another trophy on
display in his local sporting_
goods store today after wire
ning the Boston Marathop in
the closest finish of the
classic's 82-year history.
"What was • unique about
this race was that I had a guy
on my tail right to the finish
line," the 30-year-old former
school teacher said _Mondat
after winning the Boston
Marathon in 2 hours, 10
minutes, 13 seconds, only. 18
seconds off the course record
he'set in 1975.
Rodgers wasn't kidding. He
was actually chased to the
finish line by unheralded Jeff
Wells, a 23-year-old seminary
student. from Dallas. Wells
charged home in 2:10.15.
"I'm grateful to God, but I
should have pushed mom"
Wells said' without disap-
pointment over. his vaie.bid to
overtake Rodgers. cileche
disappointed. In fact, I'm just
grateful that I finished
second,"
Badgers, winner of four
marathons last year, although
he was forcbd to drop out after
18 trilles,131.11oaton, Wore down
his chief rivals in the field -of
4,212 starters in the 26-mile,
385-yard Hopkinton-to-Boston
run.
The victory gave Rodgers
'..victories in the three most
important world marathons in
'the past seven months. He
previously won the New York
City Marathon laSt October
and he won at Fukuoka, Japan
In December.
Frank Shorter, the 1972
Olympic marathon champion
and the 1976 runner-up in
Montreal, was the first to wilt
Monday, falling back halfway
through the race, belly
settling for a 23rd-place finish
in 2:18.15.
Finland's gda Tikkanen
faded on the three hills,
Including famed Heartbreak
Hill about six miles from the
finish, but hung tough and
finished third in 2;11.15.
..., Walls movAl up from sixth
.placa at the halfway mark and
_lust missed, eatching Rooker
witka blazing finishing kick
the-last few miles.
Jack Fultz, forme
Georgetown star and winne'
of the 1976 Bastori run, wit-
fourth in 2:11.17, followed le
Randy Thomas, a Rodger,
protege, in 2:11:25, and New
-
Zealand's Kevin Ryan, who
tried to keep pace with
Rodgers for 17102 miles.
"I'm super pleased,"
Rodgers said after becoming
the first American to win
Boston twice since Wbrld War
II. "I'm happy. At the finish I
didn't know if I would make it.
It was a tough pace. I was
really hurting. It was just
about the hardest marathon of
my life."
Rodgers was cheered on by
countless thousands w.ho
jammed streets for the entire
route. He blew kisses to a huge
gathering at the finish line as
he was crowned with --the
traditional laurel wreath by
Magor Kevin H. White.
However, his' biggest. elute
was given to friends outside
%hie sporting goods store about
,fnursmiles.from the
. "I've—netost. beep „Cheered --
like that before," Rodgers
said. "It made Ole very gung
ho. I had a built-in ad-
vantage." -
Gayle Barron of Atlanta was
the first finisher among the
field of more than 200 women.






"Inch for inch, David
Thompson is the best player in
the National Basketball
'-Asseeiation." -- -
So says Milwaukee Coadt
Don Nelson, whose Bucks will
. have to contain the explosive
Thompson if they hope to win
their best-of-seven quarter-
final playoff series against the
Denver Nuggets, which opens
tonight in Denver.
"Julius Erving is a great
player at 6 feet 6," says




inch for inch. Thompson's as
complete a player as he can be
fdrbl
"No one jumps as high
under control as Thompson
does. Once Thompson's Over
halfcourt, I don't think anyone
will take the ball away from
him. He likes to put the ball on
the floor, and he makes eve
pass better than he used to."
Thompson finished second
in the league in scoring with a
27.15 average, closing out the
regular season with a 73-point
outburst against Detroit on 28-
for-38 shooting. Nelson said
he'll go with Quinn Buckner,
the 'Iltie4t-s' rugged 6-2
playmaker, on Thompson,
with other players helping out
as needed.
"He'll get his points,"
Nelson conceded about
Thompson. "The key is how he
gets them. If he gets them
easy. we're in trouble. If not,
we have a decent chance to
win."
Another quarter-final opens
tonight, with the Seattle
Super-Sonics at Portland
against the defending
champion Trail Blazers. Also
tonight, the Philadelphia
kvers, leading 1-0, play the
New York Knicks , at
Philadelphia, and the San
Antonio Spurs, leading 1-0,
play the Washington Bullets at
San Antonio.
Bill Walton, the all-star
center and key player on the
Portland Trail Blazers, is
expected to be in the starting
lineup against Seattle tonight.
He's had problems with beef
his feet, including minor
surgery on one, and sat out the
final month of the regular
season. But he's been-working-
out for the past week and
looked well enough on Monday
for Coach Jack Ramsay to
include him in hissame plan.
. Philadelphia had an easy
time of it in routing New York
130-90 Iii Sunday's series
opener, the worst. playoff
defeat ever suffered by the
Knicks. But the Sixers are not
expecting things to be so one-
sided tonight.
New York certainly didn't
fight back under_the_boarcls,.
where it was out rebounded by
Philadelphia 75-46. A key
factor for -the—Sixers was
unheralded center Caldwell
Jones, who scored 12 points,
fed all rebounders with 16 and
forced Knicks ace Bob
McAdoo into a 6-for-19
shooting_ game for 12 points,
liess-Wsoadmit arlaweers,-
=111116=10 ,  2 1 :1• 0 0
 3 0 1
BarroIre 1 0 0
Barnatt-ph 0 0 0
Simmons-if   2 0 0
Marty McCuistati-rt 2 ff 0
White-p  1 0 0
Don Ro crash 1 0 0
Gat fa.  - --- -I-- tr 0
Totals It 3 4
Calloway - 300 00 3-4-7
Trigg Ce. --SW 56 354-t
To Become Free Agent
RICHFIELD, Ohio ( AP) —
Chuck Arneson, a right wing
for the Cleveland Barons of
the National Hockey League,
will become a free agent if he
is not signed to a new contract
by June 1.
Harry Howell, general
manager of the Barons, -said
Arneson will join back-up




Arnason, who came to
Cleveland as part of a six-
player trade with Colorado at
midseason, had 21 goals in 39
games With the Barons. He
had a total of 25 goals and 21
assists in 68 games during the
*TUESDAY SPTCIAI *
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of C•stfish Fillet,
fre.h gulf select oysters ond gulf fried
shr.mp served with choice of potato






SrJuthern fried golden Srown w
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FUN WITH FRISBEES - Rick Downs (kneeling in front) is regarded as the top frisbee thrower in Kentucky:00*ns,
along with Mark /akin who is a student at (ouisvOle, were at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday to demonstrate their
skiNs at the Special Olympics.
Stait Photo' by Mike Brandon
ucation Ci—ourses To Be Given








2 Vegetables and Roll
Free-COffee
With Evetry Ihreithfast
510 cm. til MOO a.m.
*Come on in and enjoy
breakfast & lunch from ou!
Aims Menus or order your
favorites from our Regular
Menu It--
A checking account is a financial
"diary." It ,ahows, yfr whoyou
: 6 • e. 11
find other uses for this little book.
-Like itemizing deductias for your
income tax return and making up
a bidget.-Coine in today and
we'll show all the ways a check-
ing. account can mike
your life WE Iota easier.
GOLDEN POND — A wool
— processing demonstration will
- be open to the public Sunday,
April 23, at Empire Farm in •
Land Between • The Lakes,
TyA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
-The activity, -Hoof to
Hank," , will 'begin at 1 p.m.
and continue until. 4:30
Sheepshearing begins the
process. Then the fleece is
washed. stved. with natural
dyes, carded, spun into yarn,
and woven on aft loom into .
usable cloth.
Similar demonstrations will
continue thoughout the week
for registered groups.
FOr additrotial information
-contact Empire Farm, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,
Gulderi_Eond._1(Y 031, or
telephone (502) 9244441
A st. 0 enf-six coin es in immediate anct-pf tidiest help-_ , anmed—investigating your- ---nuesterr-or-ithe.- moor cum.- -
elementary and secondary. for teachers Ati--examining- Environment." The course munication skills. needed by
_ On -has- been -arranged ' their cititii ociches to-classroom: carries on semester hour of elementary schobr-gridents, •
at Murray State University disciplinary concerns. credit. - --- including dreative writing,
during the spring intersession - -- Elementary 50i, Discussion spelling, handwriting,
-May 15-Juno --I .to AC- Elementary 613 or Secon-
eommodate area teachers. dary 613, Workshop: Dealing 
of Children and Learning, to grammar usage, and '
, meet from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. thinking.
Dr John Taylor. chairman--: with Dieersittetswet,,,frent_....: • Monday through Saturday , All courses except the e.t..
of the Department of in. • t° 9P-m: •iwur'y u'ru""-- Sfrilh---tre,Lewis Bossing as the virorunental education course
struction and Learning at 
-
Friday. Aimed at develooinuf teacher. The course is carry three semester hours' of '•
:Murray State, said classes - teachers' 
understanding o designed-to acquaint students credit. The 600-level -courses 
will meet in 3be____Iate- lir imiticulturai 'educatim this with basic behavioral and are for graduate credit only,
courge to be taugbt by Dr. 'cognitive learning theory, while the 500:level coursesternoons or evenings to enable
teachers to commute to the Lbchie Christopher is 
an using theoretical concepts in may be taken for advanced
tampus after their schools esaluiliatiau of attitudes and the discussion Of practreaA— ergraduate of graduate
applications and • credit. .have dismissed for the day.  sensitivities in an 
effort to 
un-
--e -- forms of' lit v-iew....o. reeel60-..- liminate1,--- ,_ - ..,
divisive_ ._ - 
and 
 _ :._ (lerstansling-ior i
  developments _concerning_ discrimination , , 0P- sehool and other settings. advance for the courses._
1 increases in teeiciters'salaries... Pressi°11.'   Elementary. 603. Coilif-Lthrooilh April 18 in'the-lobby of  
1 laWiaticky," Taylor noted, Elementary 580 or 'So-con- municationa - in Elementary ' the Student Center._
"we are making every effort"' dary 580, Special Problems in School, to be taught by. Dr. Registration for those who
to provide opportunities for Environmental Education, James Carlin from 4:30 to 7:30- have not registered in ad-
thfr Arei Leachers . to take taught by Shay* Blankenship - p. m. — Monday thrombi - /ranee will he at 1-p,m. lion-
better advantage of the May .19-20 in the Land Between Saturday. It is a study of day, May 15, in the Office of '
academic offerings it Murray The Lakes as part of a U. S. ' media and techniques In- '11,egistration and Records, in
-State." Forest . Service Workshop volv.ed in development and Room 220 of Sparks Hall.
He gave this list of in-
1/1 Hilre,11.tr ).4,Ir5'; lc
Elementary 593 or Secon-
dam,593, Programs for Gifted uldance'-Week IsStudents, to meet from 5 to 9 ,„
p.m. Monday through •
Thursday. It is a course
perience,s and develop skill in roclaime- d .1n State designed , to provide ex-
effectiv e _planning,
organization, and execution of ,
educational programs for. 
giftedand talented students.
Dr.. William 0. Price will be
the teacher.
Secondary 604, Theories of
Classroom Management, to
meet from 4 to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday. To be taught
by Dr. Richard -Usher, the
course is designed to provide
FRANKFORT - Gov
Julian Carroll has proclaimed
April 23-29 Guidance Week in
Kentucky.
"Guidance counselors are
vital in today's society to
interpret the vast array of
occupational choices brought
about by the constantly
changing social and economic
TRICKS — Second lieutenant Gary Fields, a former gym
nest at We* Point flies through the Air to take the frisbee,
from the finger of nth Downs. Downs, a tiopleinsville
nativeond a student Louisville, is regarded as the best
frisbee thrower in the state.
1/40. NOtOIV MG Brandt,"
patterns, '• said Gov. Carroll.
-Counselors are trained to
help the public develop the
flexibility which will permit
social and occupatirirnal
changes several times in a
working life."
Gov. Carroll pointed out,
"With the rapid technological
advances and the unrest of
society, the skills Of Parents
may be less relevant and
useful to their_ children in
choosing a career."
According to Dr. Curtis
Phipps, director of the
Division of Guidance and
Social Work in the state
Department of education,
Kentucky has almost 900
counselors who work with
students who are not doing
well academically,. students
who -have problems at home
and those who cannot com-
municate with parents,
teachers or peers.
-Regardless of the number
of professional counselors
Kentucky schools have
available, they cannot do the
job alone, Guidance Services
must be the total effort of the
community, including the
home, business, labor, in-




tucky will plan special ac-
tivities desigiftd to help
.stirients and . parents learn
illOre about career educatiOn
opportunities and the vast
number of career choices.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
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low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
someth,rtg else They re
itch black Solids are
completely filled Some say
(hey look as if they re bees
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otilition Cali us
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AMOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. '41ettaimost
No Charge by us.
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Baby Girl Lee (Barbara
Rt. 1, Murray; Baby Boy
Moseley (Alone), 853 So. 7th,
frfurraY. 
Dismissals
Chris 'L. Taylor, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Cheryl L.
Easley, 603 Ellis Dr., Murray,
Steve Bloomer, 413 White
Hall, MSU, Christopher W. 
Thoinpson, itt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Mary F. Bell, ' 802
Meadow Latie, Murray, Bobby
It. Johnson, Box 678, Murray,
Mrs. Shirley N. Roesner, 212
Lake St., CauxlenlrTn., Mitch
0. Heather, Rt.- 2, BoBo Rd.,
W. Paducah, Terry L.
Sheridan, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Margaret-. _Easley,
Farmington, Roy Pgrich, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Jimmie L.
Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Murray,
"Mrs. Pamela J. Montgomery,
Rt. 1, Benton, Jesse T. ilud-
dleston, Rt. 1, Cerulean,Secil
A. Jackson, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Jahn. Myeer., 
ACROdt 55 Things, tor-. Answer to
- 1 Headgear . law -




9 Parcel of •
land DOWN
12 Lease
13 Certain 1 Greek
• 14 Number letter'-
- 15 Standard 'Succorof 
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HAIM
t-t EY STUPID CAT!
WAS A NICE RAIN WE HAD
LAST Nt6I4T, WASN'T IT 7
IRME BAILEY
GENERAL FRIMBLi5.'
WHAT CAN I PO
FOR YOU?
I'VE GOT A SINGING
'TELEGRAM FOR
YOu
IT LIJA. - GOOD FOR
Ti4E FLOWERS. ..BUT, OF
COURSE, A CLOD LAKE
YOU WOULDN'T KNOW ABOUT
FLOWERS, WOULD LfOU
OH ROLLO, I LOVE.
YOUR NEW DUCK POND
IN5LIRE 54PE DEPARTURE , THE
PHANTOM BR/A55 TARA PART ;,,
BUT I „NEVER PARACHUTE() BEFORE!
COMMUNITY SERVICE — Members of the Alpha' Chi pledge class of Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity at Murray
State University recently spent one evening putting a fresh coat of paint on the outdoor furniture at West View Niur-'
sing Home. Alpha Tait Omega Pledges enlist in numerous community sfreiz_s_Lmmlects *rota/pout theyeat. horn
—left is-Billy-Wilgeneeritusty:Moore, Alike Costigan antra:it-Me. - • 
spent the entire summer
investigating the -May----211--
disaster,.
He now is chief of The
: Courier-'Journals state
lovertilneht bureau- in Frank-
fort.
When -asked Monday if he
had believed he liAt gebsiournalists
,LOVISVILLE; ICY -
Newsman Richard E. Whitt of
his 'Pulitzer Prize, won
Monday, -represented "an
awful lot of dead ends and dry
holes that finally paid off for
Me."
Whitt, 33, won the Pulitzer -
*for general local reporting as
a result of his coverage of the
Beverly Hills supper club fire_
et South/pie.. Ky., that kinee 
165 people last year. .„
- Whitt, who at the time was a
reporter for The Courier-
'Journal in northern KenturIty;
- ---d-wittang the Pulitzer, which
carries a $1,000 award, Whitt 
said, -"Well, at first
But I had a call froma friend
last week from Washington
who said we had a good
chance at it. I was on pins and
needles for awhile." .
astted if his referent*
to "dead ends and dry holes"




• "Yes I idid. We bad some
differences over what wi!Ei
The -pub-LC—interest, shall we
say. Eventually, though,, It
worked out pretty_ well. They
were highly complimentary of
many of the articles I -had
Whitt also praised The
Courier-Journal.
"There's a lot of' good
and a lot whoeould
WHY DIDN'T YOu STOP ME
BEFOFE I SANG MY
LITTL.0:1-1EART OUT
-have done the same job, but
there's not 'of 
-newspapers that would give
them the support that The
Courier-Journal gave me," he
said.
Asked about what is ahead
for him, Whitt said, "There's a
lot of Beverly Hills out there
waiting, I think.
"It was atnweaucraticiness
that caused Beverly Hills, and
I suspect there are untold
disasters or potential
disasters that I would like to
help prevent as a_jottraalif
he said.
It was the sixth Pulitzer for _
The Courier-Journal.
Mike Davies, managing
editor of The Courier-Journal,




facts from the ashes of the
nightclub," said Davies. ;'We
are all proud of his work and
that it has now been
- recognized with a Pulitzer
Prize."
From the tirne the Beverly
-Hills fire broke out onldarlitt; •
Whitt spent meal 61 each day
through last August on the
story. The CourierrJournal
said he was the first to in-
terview most of_the_employees
The club and--the-first tr
reveal how the club wasset up
_the night of-the-fire.-fie -also
scored a scoop of most other
media with a story on the
state's investigation of the fire
and where the state placed the
blame.
-,-.. KNOXVILLE, Tentr.' 1AP)-----decision.
,— The Tennessee Valley
Authority was to argue before
the U.S. Supreme Court today
that its nearly completed,
Tellico Dam should take
precedence over a three-inch
:fish itwould destroy.
But the man most likely to
,become TVA's new boss in a
month says he will not vote to
complete the $119 million dam
until he studies alternatives
which would preserve the
Little Tennessee River as the
endangered darter's habitat.
"I realize the TVA board is
of the opinion that it's too late
to study alternatives," TVA
Director S. David Freeman




"But the plain fact is that'
alternatives do exist and work
by the TVA staff is under way
to assess them and come up
with a definitive picture of•
what an alternative project
would be," he said.
, Freeman, named a TVA
director by President Carter
last summer, is now___If
minority of one on the three-'
member TVA board. Chair-
man Aubrey. Wagner, who
retires May 18, and Director
Bill Jenkins last week .reaf-
firmed their support for the
project as envisioned when it
was begun 12 years ago -- a
dam and permanent 16,500-
acre lake.
. The project has been a white
phant, its concrete jutting
Into the sk and the river
ntinuing to flow through its
n flood gates, since„ a
ederal appeals court ruling in
January 1977. ....
The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of
APPgals said lineennirlii a
reservoir' behind the dam
would destroy the free-flowing
aver...habitat' . pf the -Vail
darter, a three-inch fish
proteettd by the' -- 1273.
Endangered Species Act,...._
TVA's appeal before the
h, Supreme Court argues that
' V the dam was more than 60
- ' percent completed when the







the appeals court rendered-its
CLASSIFIED ADS!
PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size intp any size.
-Wallets lOw a.s 24 cents, 8
e*- x 10 12.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035.. Free parkingi..
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
BIBLE FACTS INC.
Jesus states in Matthew
- 715, 18: "Beware of
false prophets, whleh
come to you in sheep's _
clothing, but inwardly__
they' are ravening-
wolvea:` re shall know --
them by their fruits.- Do
•_men_ gather -grapes- -eV ---
thorns,. or figs of
thistles?" Think about
it! for Bible study,
grolp or bi
phone, call 753-0984.




away 1 year ago today.
When I must leave'you
for awhile, please do not
• grieve and shed wild
tears and hug your
sorrows, to you through
tbjear st_start out
proudly with a gallant
• __smile _and for-my sake
and in my name, live on
and do all things the
same. Feed net on your
• loneliness, tin empty
day,' but rill. each
working hour in useful
ways. Reach out your
- trerner-in- -rorntorr 
cheer and I in turn will
comfort you and hold
you near. And never,
never be afraid to die for
am waiting for you in
the sky. Husband and
Children. -
- - Wagner and Jenkins have
refused to discuss alter-
natives, saying the reservoir
is essential fer building an
industrial park to relieve high
Unemployment in the three
-counties surrounding the
project.
When the federal General
Accounting Office called for a
cost-benefit study of the
alternatives last November,
Wagner responded such a
study would be done only if
Congress specifically ordered
it.
"I think the TVA board is
entitled to take the position
that they're not interested in it
and to say there's no official
study under way," Freeman
said. -But the TVA board is in
transition and there is an
interest on my part. I would
dare say that shortly after
May 18, this 'alternative will
surface." -
An alternative in r which
Freeman has expressed an
interest would allow the
structure to remain as a "dry
dam" to be used only in the
event of a severe flood.
The real issue, -Freer-den"
said, r• is whether TVA- cely,
Ainues a pattern of building
dams and lakes to attract
industrial growth or instead












1916 and 753-19.. 17
ELECTROLU:needs
men and women' (or










South 4th Street, bet-




position with local firm.
Person hired must
possess Skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
- and respect the con-
fidentially of position.
Degree or associate
degree preferred but not
necessary. Ability to
work Closely wtth and
get along well with











resume of Past ex.,,
perience and salary
expectations to P. 0.





expandingita sales force. Would
like responsible person












full time sad port, time
kelp, male and female
• for days and nights.
Must be able to work on
wsekends,Asest ile•
eldwilt-atiseesiasi
apply. Re Phone wk.
Apply-As pay** ifeA-7
don't apply from 11
a.m. -2 p.m. or 5 p.m.-8
p.m.
WAITRESS OR cook













$11,412 pet year 
The Kentucky Department of
tatnna• and- vrtnn-ratli,
of Explosives and Blasting.
needsin tnspector-instructor
Must have a BS to l'hyries.
LOMAOsertos.tiectrowie eet, •4-
Mine oiecitoology 'op
Pp=n Amp of the atvw.-
area; and instrument re,Isteo
work The indiiiielbsi will he
tired for the position by the
Di 'ion and will wort in the
western Kentucky area Coo
tACt JgrOta T. Ludwicsak, Ac-
ting rxrertnr, Division Of Es-
and
(IN) wpm. Fclufil Op
pelnetyliiieloyer
WANTED part time dish-
washer and clean-up
pgrcm_ Apply at -
Murray-Calloway
County Senior - Citizens,
203 South 5th, by Aprll.
21.
WANTED PART- time-- -
nutrition site manager
for Hazel area. Apply at
Murray-Calloway
BOOKkEEPER for local
firm. Send resume of
education, experience
and references to Box
127 Murray, Ky.
INTGRILA TON& -MANI I AMU N•ris
Or sal VIM= 40 IMO. .ftr•OSO
0046111Alld eseersoc
Allt nth Agiresaivo, Ambito. In
owl 108141.kN, Csomp•rith.
•i yip MAUR Wt GUARANTEE OA
I. 'Kt; mewl4. .teri Prefr,
%wig Serlirms Pio Nomilivi
e4e wG.S.
Wit" Aspires NM Uollorlad •A
mocemneoW offert.Mseutissi;NU.




April 17% awl 1011., bet-
















perienced only. If in-
terested write, give- --
experience, references
and age to P.O. Box 32
mechanic, and front end
man. Must have own
tools and be bondable.,




















• PUT IT IN THE
POSITION opening- hi-
. physicians office in-
volving office-nursing
-- -duties= -Send resume tcr-
P0 Row _441, Murray 
SEMI-RETIRED man to
clean parking area and
cut grass at Central
Center. See or call John
Hopkins at Cme Central












• to care for two children,
-two days a week Call
...7.1.1IPPI1CATJONS now
being taken for counter
and warehduse man.
Person hired. should
  have *knowledge of
electrical and plumbing
business. Must be able
• to meëUübllc rngh_
• school degree requited.
Interested persons
• sholild mail- application
including brief 'personal
history, complete
resume of past ex-
  - perienee and- salary-
_  _Asiquirements-ito Box 91, --







AoSik COOMOlor rebabilirtv ins
.fflgrpsi 41 .0.1
CoaficoaliecOots Noy !runs, ;New
"yew 11110Vegoid vo.- migIS
..arstapittwwwWir Tonlaw,
171•11••• MAP kW* .











bitious people. Could be
part time. Ca11.759-3
. II












under $80.00 per' year.-
This „plan hi__ ces
administered Amer -en,
dorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges.  For 4o--
formation an this. new
-group insurance 
--PeoftraM_call rlteio
















circulars!!- •••Mnterials__PLEL_Box 946. Murray,
supplied, -immediate - .4. 42071 - Phone 759- -
income guaranteed! - 14IS. -
Send self-addressed
Buystamped -1Brealtipe: 14 
Want To
Homeworker, B427-4SB, .Goop USED. MOBILE
















Call 753-9382 after 5 p.M
9 Situations Wanted
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.WANTED FULL TIME 5024894334,
summer office work.
•-Available May 8 smAtx-iimigNuivr flat
August 26. Contact 437- • bottam boat or canoe.
92 Atter. 4 p.m. for - or -trailer 
resUme. needed. Call 4354237. V POOL table, shallow.
10 Business Opportunity




NOT HAYS TO WIER TA__
Soo our ad wallow Molp Closele-
FOR SALE OR LEASE -.
commercial metal








ald. ma 111111.101. iisara
hossea maw, ow
sot IS.OnfkaJnbleSidag-h
'e4s. We sei 4120 tobroWsd
selling Seim mil •egniposne.
Can be applied all year
around_ Call Mr Miller at 201-
212-1513 or Write Royal in-
dustries Z11 Johnson Ave.
Newark New Jersey 07112.
WANTED WHITE oak::
and walnut veneer. Will.





WE BEN AND SELL used
air conditioners_ Dill









Spring is "busting out all over" with this 3
bedroom charmer just listed. Lovely yard with
in array of shrubs, plants; trees and flowers.
Phone us for an appointment to view this at-
tractive home. Priced in the low 30's.
KOPPERUD
REALTY
Ph. 753-1221 -711 Main
Itayburil 756-4900 Harry Patten*. 492-9302
Geri AIldhartnet 75 3-79 32 Geop 713-111 /9






507. -$43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
-Wattirt Hai • en ,Paris.
RECLINER for sale. $50.
Girls 24" three speed
bike, $30. Girls 26" 3
speed, $35. Mans 10
speed $50. Call 474-8866
CUSTOM MADE
draperies, made to your
measurement. NO labor
charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per
cent off month of Xpril.





Lustre carpet cleaner is
. tops. Western Auto,
--home of"WishIng Well
Gift Shop."
well ptupp and tank, 26"








• -'551$ POW (ew)
-kJ.. lbws INAssii
Deis paw •
I - S yrs:
free
Oer free Gift





b8.9,5 boat. 213_10 h-P-
Evinrude motor, trolling




1973 14 x Peerless,
central air, gas heat,
washer aad dryer,
_Vilderpinned. Call _




Sale. shop around and.
then come see us. Vat*
save $10.00, $20.00 or
more. All TV's
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West of Murray on High-
way 94. Call 382-2174.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
•_11110111LE HOMES an
mobile home spaces for
Call 753-3211.




















' i Mlifill.•••soil ',
AM WOOS A 01.
son I Pineal& aunsaw %Map
inewm. ea USE
16 Home Furnishings
FOR SALE: Like new 2







'and dryer Call 435-4128.
evenings
USED SEVEN piece
dinette set. $25.00. Also









THREE PIECE livingFOR SALE: Philco. room set,- 2 end tableselectric 'cook stove. Like and coffee table. Also 3new. Moving must sell piece hide-a-bed Call_ Call 489-2373 or 753-9924. 7 •
1 9 Farm Equipment'II FT, WOOD garage door
with 6 lights. Good , 1115 MASSEY FERGUSON
- condition: Call .753-2377,----Aiesel tractor freshly
Overhauled, new battery
_ TILLERS chain drive, $ - plus bushog, $1875. Steel
h.p B and S engine._ tired wagon with run-
$199.95. Wallin Hard- ning gear. $50. Contact
Paul Anderson, Route 5.
Belton, Ky. Highway





is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees -
us' be willing .to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a






" Monday througlt Saturday.
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
•
NEW FORD 23, 6"
hydrealic fold wing disc
GT11756.096: A and I Ford
Supply, Highway 54.
, West Paris, 642-8544.
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
. 489-2126.
_53 . GALLON DRUMS.
. Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
7534719.
10 Sports Equipment
. rlf. CATAMARAN sail
boat' 27 ft. mast with




MC Ingo tine -new, one
bernonstrirt or One
'equipped 440" Ford
•Eli-gine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine With
warranty. Edwards
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
pengius, ir4 527.1d
AWN MOWERS .5 1 -2 hp.
n" cut. B S engine.




• will not be undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer _for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker Is, V.
Sales and Servioe, 1914
Coldwater F:
MOBILE HOME spaces





Would 70. like to get 8
or more, ..hanqels on 
your TV? Ve guarantee
8 or more We are fully






31 Want To Rent
j?URNISHED HOUSE- or
apartment for single
person and well trained










--i-.4alten-tor new one, two
- -and three bedroom,
r Section _ VIII Hud-
subsidized apartments.
Occupancy available 30-
60 days. Call 753-8668.
Ask for Brenda Jones.
Equal opportunity
housing.







32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT. Near
DowIttoim Murray. Call LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
753-4109. 
,
bath home on Private
One acre tract, 41/2 miles
SOW AND 8148. Call 753- ---7741"113000 square faeey.t dfAliimov4
2987. area in this home which
has eitra large rooms
AKC REGISTERED 
and large 2 car garage.




miniature Schnauzer 0 appliantes including
- -Three months akt-- - _refrigerator, -range,
Call 753-7506, or can be dishwasher, .disposal




Also chick eggs and
guinea eggs. Call 436-
2405_ • -
4 1 Public Sales
YARD SALE. Furniture,.
tools, shop vac, guns,
camping -gear, knives, -
toys, old barber cfiair,
clothes,, books. sewing -  
machine, etc. Go High- -
way 94 West to-Highway
783 South then .8 mile pn
left. Starts- Sunday 9




house- with 4 acres' of
cleared land. About 4
miles N. E. Almo
'Heights. Can 489-2224.
DEAR AD READER:




- and school. ..3 bedroom
brick with rec room-
den, fenced in brick and  
wood patio, priced in the
- 30's...Can't wait to tell  
you. more about it. Call






staying with sale of
home. Price just
reduced 'to $44,000







carpets, lots of closets.
.Can be seen at Owens
Food Market, 1407 W.
Main.








FURNITURE, CLOCKS, GLASSWARE, ETC. AT THE
AUCTION MART IN Arum, KY.
April 22nd - 10 am
This AUCTION w? feature 200 or more pieces of
high quality American, English, French and Germain
furniture.
Partial listing: setweadeg wino bibbed Incterine bet-sorty
rept beill fins french Issils-siewee high" honk sob bod-sne
woke rod is, tbsk-esis mit nil hip desk-flyo high way Wit-
ticism silubserils•sessa fin raise wanirobiss. Ideal for WW1%
into well es droots Sc for goo ád.- tab. dreinves-
Iaqlhb weds stasis-white tep nissais tad.. bed stunds.
rin with wnehls 11181-1.1“ TIFY fins wt 414411
sun highly tarred sad dated 1110-ergats-akas•-•sh time lid
taws. sets if ebsartsionias s,5 pa
hissinifsi mortis too sight stands- dabs sots-cow% whines,
chine esiihiefledienses-desh- atoms .
bty organ, fist awl se Swum* pit wino, boordifol ink witil
Mack indoSsa. Two Wars of keys, fifteen stop, boss sodas.
boiresgesesswir, pesersd with side crewel. Caeverted with electric
virlIM's emetics Clavier-Circe 111/2. Sumba as o honing in
"mow, 100* tuna timickpid misuse fee stedeets. Keys
we dean used wasisleth awl Lends. et ifirga't Special Kant
Interaction tassel. A reel calmicters is.
This sole is the one you shouldn't miss'',
25 ar ware eat** desks: we Wigs Wander ragorlidor ( 
aiewnwirt-very waste WI) woe weight «Attendee grow
Ifinfw cf.,* signed (15 dry or how ineveinentywilier groat
lath« decks-km IHNIPirt Vierre airsietwaeire 3 weight
Vise.. regssetelipeed Sett Senses Ns. 2 regeleter (pest office
clock )-oreate Seib Theses wee deck- 2 fine fed weed awywnea-
:soda rirwsTifftei, wiaswirrdatedsodlS.301-41 decitotbrirs.efweety serre:y TheassArserieembitShicii:
neefisnesprie siesielierninn Weetwinieter well dela-yaw geed
cleths-e few lid astiases-dedi ports end wises.
delensie c.,:zioises40.$ flaTapiall.L.74.111004mil spwerepeinge,thsn:Ilhotsifveleer
aninicliebsespiows seidsepaiNnws fese eels of bianstessols1 half dollarstiruss
IS., wens We bias Of Oka wit slesivismcni kink.
2.5 or were nuisal Isoisd gloss inssiosis aggl Met -7 fine Ai fire
Inspection: F41ny, April 21, from 1 to 4:30.














Prolessiorui I Serb ices
With The Fnendly Touch"
FOR THE THRIFTY
... A .little paint Is'
cleaning up will put
this 5 room home in






LOW TO GO. Mid
Teen's. Boyd Majors





uf es.Lionel Serv ices
With The Fnencily Tructi''
HERE IT IS! That _
neat; well-arranged 2 -
bedroom home with




lot on old 641 N. Don't
let this one get away.
ONLY $21,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
' 106 N. 12th.
45 Real Estate
1-2 ACRE LOTS for rent
or sale. $30 per month.
City water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745.
" 11;14 Peiki •- cent con





• APRIL LOVE - Yes, it
Will be love at first Site
-when-you-- view---this--:-
- Colonial 4 beccroiiin
home - aity rolling
acres. Home was
completely renovated 3
years ago and has lovely
brick fireplace in large
-Country-kitchen-den, 2-
: --baths-- and lots of
' roominess throughout.
Acreage is partially
fenced, good stock barn,
stable and other out-
buildings. A rare op-
portunity to purchase










aide Jetts Shopping Gets.
TAKE A STROLL DOWN
COUNTRY'LANES
On your own 70 acre farm. Farni is completely
fenced, has year around spring-fed creek, 35 ten-
dable acres and some of the prettiest building
sites we've seen. Private location far from the
hustle and hustle of city life! First time offered
and priced to sell fast at 9.500 per acre. Delay
may mean disappointment - so phone us today.
711 Main T3-1222
- . -
Tellarge Gallagher 753.8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932





You'd normaNy expect a borne oillb ap-
prozirriately 3,000 sq. ft to be pricid
above $60,000. This lovely home is
. being offered at only 553.50000. An
extra plus is the beautifully wooded
•  back yard that can be enjoyed from the
patio or deck. It this is the style home
you desire please call tic Well be hap-



































































































































































FORMULA F_QR -_ FINE •
LIVING Just listed this.
lovely and unique home
on private 3 acre wooded
tract_ _West of Murray.
Home has breathtaking
27' x 25' greatroom with
ftreplace and hardwood
_ plank floors. Electric








Subdivision ... lots and
homes. Make an in-
vestment your whole
conveniences ,plus a - ---
-rustic, COTTIfortabit - 753-1492, Loretta'. Jobs
design add up wto a _ .16.„A.0,4 Th
:life • st.34--.14..: 11111111
you. Don't let this op- Insurance & Real Est*,
portunity pass you by. Southold* Court 'Square
Phone today' for more Merrily, Kentecky







901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
- 
.NEW LISTING --itTJute •,3
bedroom home near the
university. Very at-
tractive •wall to 'wall
carpeting and Many
pleasant features in this
sparkling home located
on quiet residental
street. Good horiie and
good value. Only $30,000:
Phone KOPPERUD










-'..new carpet, 1 acre
wooded lot. Hwy. No.






lakeview lot in a
prestige restricted area.
also a few five acre-
parcels only ene mile
from lake. Call Jahn C.
Neubauer, realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531..
LAKE HOME - Picture*
a pretty Muse ana---
panoramic- -view- -of-
- Kentucky Lake for year -r-
efound living. Three -
'bedroom, two
avanveipledK
kitchen a ftd 3-car -4114411f, PANNIt$4sAIL-_
garage: This home and 2
lots could not be
replaced for this low
price of $44,500. Phqne„
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for all your real
estate needs.
PEALTUPS
South Iith at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753- 1 051
Attrective 4 loodremo biome
as east residential street.
Spacises task mem with
*spine, babe leitellity
mem, 9 closets, 2 he
- -banks, 2 car preps, petie
999 ••
C71978 United Featwe Syndicate; lee.




-0-4999 --HONDA 360, less
than 4,000 miles. Several
extras 'including new
. • helmet. Like new. $800.
- Call 753-8124.
A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds . this
beautifully kept brick on
THE lArr--ipecialistS picturesque 2 acre'
presents leelots in Blood lot.. Some of the special
River &stags__ from _ features of this home
$1075-. -ie--20- - Ras i i-- --- --are : beautiful tfuilt-in
Panarama Shores from kitchen, fireplace with
$2150. 2 lots in Baywoos. 'heatalator for winter
wy -$2,000onthst, 22-x-15-patio fOr 
both. 1 lot in Keniana summer cook-outs...,and
 Shoresi Lakeview _for much, much more! May
$3,850. 4 ruce lots in . we show you today? Call
Westwood from 43,500. 2 ,-.2_45-1:1-492. or 753-1499
lovely lots in Kingswood • Loretta Jobs Realtors.










Hoofed end ready. Up to 17 x 21. Moo born style offices, corteges,
mobile home ad ons, sad patios, or U BUILD, pre cut completely reedy
to (assemble up to 24 x 60. Buy the helot for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
FRESH AS SPRING
__Wry nice 3 bedroom hob% on-3/4 acre located in
larksey. Beautifully landscaped with fruit trees -
and grape arbor. Bright, cheerful rooms in,
eluding living room, den, newly remodeled bath, •
nice kitchengr huge utility room. Double walk-in
closets. 15 x 16 outside storage. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call or come in to
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
AISPI•11914,. 16#6r ?W.% toollastrbilpet. S. Assoc. 7314$4.1
beve licGionds. S. Acme. 753-4433 loop Itieria. 753-1041
1'.uu.'jt homernbillelo
44. lots For Sale
P OLD DAYS WHEN
WASN'T EXPECTED
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVELLE 350
engine, automatic in
floor, blue with blue
interior. Swivel bucket
seats, steering, brakes
and -air. $1350. Call 435•
4237.- -
1976 750 HONDAMATIC
de minuet 1977 _ GRAND Prix SJ.
,
Pee-1Tc° --farring. Bieck-tin-black -$57tit:
All accessories. Like Call 753-9705.





1975 SUZUKI GT 380,_
w---excellent condition /971
Plymouth Barracuda,
$300w Call 759-1.516. --
LOT IN MAPLEWOOD
Subdivision-. 105 r 150.
Gdod restrictions. Call
753-15-56 after 5:30 p.m.
LOTS FOR SALE take




45 Farms For Sale
50 ACRE FARM located 2
miles West of Murray on
Johnny Robertson Rd.
Call 753-5532.
46. Homes For Sale
NICE SEVEN ROOM






Farmer Ave. Priced in
mid 20's Call 753-8726.
EXCELLENT
LOCATION, large 4
bedroom, 2"o bath house
An Canterbury. Central
heat and air, fireplace,
lots of closet plus many_
extras. See to ap-
preciate call 753-3903. -
COUNTY ES ATE city
conveniences 2 miles
from city limits. 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful' -
wood park area, barn
'-suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
your specifications with
commitment. Priced ,pa
low's 40's Call 753-9850.
ItOME FOR SALE,4 Year
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, dishwasher, .
electric, stove,, part






brick home, living room,
-
"dinirie roele,i_kitchen,
den, utility room Bath
and half: Call 753-6402
% weekdays _After I anci,
weeltends anytime. 753-
 4110111111MIONNIMMIE - 1134-days -'
1971 SS Camaro.-Call 489-
2490. .
1965 FORD Galaxie
500XL 2 dr. h.t. Double
power 'and Sir. Has
factory bucket 'seats and
automatic in the floor.
Good tires anch-a-guod







miles. Must sell Best
offer. Call 75974578.
MUST SELL 1975 Cougar'
XR 7. Triple black, good
condition Loaded in-
cluding moon roof. Call








light green with dark
green vinyl top. Ex-
cellent condition.
Loaded. For $3400. Call
489-2569.
1974 CHEVROLET
Caprice, 1 owner. Call
753-6648. _'
1976 GRAND PRIX









Make an offer. Call 753-
5561.
 t.






1970 PLYMOUTH-Fury, 2- •
- door, 318 itutomatic,
61,000 actual miles.
Gond condition. $575.
- Call 753-3571 or 753-8124.
1975 VOLVO 164 E, AT, all
7--pe3!er1- air--rondition.
AM-FM radio, low




air. Good shape. Also
topper for short wheel





factory wheels. Gets 20





• Call 753-4828 after 4 p.m.
1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
straight slut Gets 27








Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1724,




Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
-
NICE 8' TRUCK camper.
Sleeps 4, range, -oven,
pottie, double sulk,
$1075. Cap, 753-1566 or
753-4599.   -




ALL METAL pop up
camper with awning
sleeps 6, first $500 buys














ficient-service. No job too
. small. .Call Ernest
_ Ifhite1-753-0605. . - --
Pun YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work need.
Also senile tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.




No .costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
:lecke._ An excellent do-





, Market Street, Paris,
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
.642-1328.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall

















IN by Sears save on







Expert know how. Paris
Roof' -8545
ALL TYPES bacIthoe and
eptic Tank wait Field









DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of-
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips:
Call for free Estimate,








TRICAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and










Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
-140p, ship and temp robe to the wheels nearby - from
this bedroom, 2 bath brick r-ttanidin keplaie and all.. .
make offer today.
7”-1492
8 1200 Sycamore •
140*.tut fut.-43-6079 tadr4stha4T1̀ 41,4446
Helen *Aor.-7534579 Payne-753-9794
Brenda jorrs-753-8668 Glenda Smith-7.53-,1499
. • A 75 1-2nsaiMkTrty- 24T
'WILL DO INTERIOR and
--eitterior house paainr.
Call 759-122.
WILL DO /EL.t types
 carpenter work. Ex-
* perienced. Large or





WILE ITAUL rock, lime




















struction. Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
BYARS 'BROTHERS &







Company Int. Air con-















- tlrne,SOlCSthhé to call
the Profeaskautle.ali-
• us today for a free
.esti_mate, Ser-
- vicemaster the cleaning
people who care, 753-
WILL MOW YARDS, any FOR  .1114SLJLATION






Method deem carpets as...
so pound- portatt tower-
VINLY- • -
home does all the work
and vWrintsiout deep 
down dirtand
grime in single sweep
ICINIIIIIICAL9rofessiona:1-•
cleans the way
a fraction of thecae
YOUrVE. GP TO
WANT TO CARE' for
elderly lady, $300.00 per
month. .Phone 527-9073





pride,, in our work. Call




1-2 Border Collie. Call
480-2428.
GE BREAK?
If you do. then you should check into whoa- the
-"United States Air Force has to'- offer You'N find
more than 140 jobs In the Al Force career
. training at some of he finest teChnical
Schools in the nation . an exceSent salon/
-'1NY3 opportunity to work toward your associate
degree through the Community College of the
Pas fame ...ors-tesemelitax suomeintestam
30 days of paid Vocation a
year ... workiwicse assign-
ments ...medical care
dental care ...pius much
TOW'
Check it out tor yourself
by COntOctac
TSGT RUDY D. HERNANDEZ 442-2426
SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1978 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Downtown Gleason, Tennessee atthe
Gleason Antique Shop just behind the Bank of
Gleason.
Unusually Large
Collectio n of Antiques
-LOTS./i LOTS OF PRIMITIVES - LOTS OF TILASWARE PINK &
'GREEN DEPRESSION, CARNIVAL, Oil) GLASS-LoTS OF POT-
-0E41Y (Scene Hull & Roseville) - SEVERAL ANT. LIBRARY &
CENTER TABLES ANT, PIE SAFES - HIGH BATE ANT, BED -
ANT. VICTROLA W/SEVE1RAL RECORDS I Works Good ANT,
BUFFETS - ANT. DINING TABLE W/4 CHAIRS - SPRIT/LE
BACK CHAIRS & ROCKERS - DROP LEAF TABLE - CHINA
CABINET W/MIRROR IN BACK 4 GLASS DOORS -- GENERAL'S
CHAIR - TREADLE- SEWING MACHINE - QUILT BOXES -
OVAL TRUNKS - WICKER SETTEE & TABLE -- CHURNS &
CROCKS - ALL, SIZES WOODEN eovns & BUCKETS - LOTS OF
PICTURES & FRAMES-- FLAT IRONS -- BASKETS - MILK PIT-
CHERS -- BREAD TRAYS & ROLLING PINS - SHOE LASTS -
IRON SKILLETS 4 MUFFIN PANS - FRUIT JARS Some Dated,
Some W/Glass Tops t - RAILROAD LANTERNS - SEVERAL ANT.
CEILING L1611T FIXTURES - PRESERVE STANDS - FOOT
WARMER- RUG BEATER - EGG'SCALES - WASH BOARDS -
MILK PARS - LAMPS (Woe Old - FLOUR & MEAL pris -
011) SCALES - 0113 BlesSES - TIFFANY FLOOR LAMP :1 EGG
CRATES - DYE CABINET - ANT. ADDING MACHINE -
POWDER HORN - BAKERS OVEN- For Fire Matti, - IN-
SULATORS - ANT BABY CRADLE - ANT. DO1.1S 2- ANT.
CHILD'S WAGON & TRICYCLE - CHILD'S CANE BOTTOM
CHAIR - CHILD'S SEWING MACHINE -- LOTS OF ANT.
CHILDREWSTOWI',.:. - ALL KINDS OF FialTIFS 'Avon, Old Milk &
Setter) - SEITAIVEr DRUM TABLES ROUND WOOD TAKE
W/PkilFSTAL --- TIM SEVERAI. 011) CHAIRS --
cc/FORE & r.4116:11,1m.r..0 t._ lainitnce 404.040ks
SYLVANIA TV - CFAS ROUND DINING TABI.E - LOA SEAT -
KITCHEN ('ll.BINE'TS -- STEREO' RADIO MB ( Works Good) -
MR/I CANS - lAYIS OF ENAMEL WARE - LARGE El ECT COB'.
FEE URN (Good) - FIESTA WARE - LOTS OF wens* IRON
WARE SHELVING.- MANY. MANY ITEMS NOT LISTED
Reagan for Sale -- Going Out of Ruttiness
The Gnaw has been collecting for fifteen 051 Han
sox cmarrirri
LIST WITH A PRO LIST WITH... rib:(110:R 
CALL 753-4342
Held At Asbtify —PreSrerifing_Cavo. .
Final rites for Ed Fulton, APAIRVIL;ZsICY-(40)
age 101, were held Monday at Genevieve' Savage, 70, has
three p.m. at the Asbury vent the last 25 years of her
Cemetery in Calloway' Ceanty life trying to save a collection
with the Max Churchill Of treasures over 20,400 years
Funeral Home in charge of old.
local arrangements The treasurers are the
The funeral was held . bones and relics found inside a
Monday at eleven a.m at the cave in south Logan County.
Nave McReynolds Funeral The ,cave is remembered by
Horne,'Clarksville, Tn. • Mrs. Savage' "as a place
Mr_ -Fulton.? a resiilent 'where people gathered for
Sango/rit, died riturclay Iteinga and 5Orntimea
.two -1;3w-a the hospital at and shot craPik" hot she hew
Clarksville, Tn. He was views it as an archaeological
preceded in death by his oda, treasure house in need.. of
WIrs. Mae Doran Fulton. Born systematic exploration. - -
Sept. 2. 1877, he was the Somof • Mrs. Savage saved the cave
-the late John "Wesley Fulton in the 1950s when the COM-.
and Sarah Jones Fulton. He infinity decided to turn it into*
but the Christian Democrats contended
he.was acting under duress and refused
to bargain.
..Pespite a 50,000-man dragnet, police
did pot report a break in the case until
today. But a few hours before ANSA
announced the receipt of the execution
announcement, the police said they
found a'Red Brigades hideout on the
. outskirts of Rome that might have been
used by the kidnappers.
The hideout, on the Via Cassia in
northwest Rome near where Moro was
Moro; five times a premier and kidnapped, contained arms, am-
probable next president of the republic, munition, a typewriter, several
waa_atiducled and h1s_five-bodyguardis-1 -niessox&a.signertterittWEWLIWItlittek
were killed- by the Brigadei, hater- aboul 600 leallita' tarrying the five-
most feared urban guerWa gang; in a
Rome street ambush March 16. The
kidnappers announced three days ago
that he had been convicted in a
-people's trial" and sentenced to die.
ntu'y _Police could not immediately confirm
d served at aneTurne as fallout shelter. -A -bulldozer- "1--bad-rdreann-ixt-f-am--COMPOraiwv"ef-641-M115-th_ t.etih ilr-tehni311114Usr-lehe _
_ assesser for•Calloway County. roared into its main entrance, running out of time, and! fro-611one. The son 61 Mt.- authentic. But skindivers• ffew to the
and Mrs. Louis G. Bourgois, lake in two helicopters and began He is survived by twosorne 750 feet deep into the don't have any money," Mrs.
Jr. of 2420 Shawnee Lane, ing for the body. Officials said fog-Inaba-,
look-
daughters. Mrs. Lucille earth, tearing away centuries Savage • •
Weathers, Nashville, Tn., and of history. She has found arrowheads Bourgois is active in Phi Mb mountains and snow piled 12 feet high
Miss Gladys Fulton. Sango, Mrs. Savage went :to- and spear points that ar- Alpha. Sinfonia, professional were hampering search efforts.
' In.; three -sons. Noble and Frankfort and persuaded top chaeologists say date back - men's music fraternity. He Giuseppe  Pisanu, a Christian-
: Eurie Fulton, Sango, Tri., nxid- officials to-dill off the fallout 20,000 years. The experlsre Iso Colds membership in 15-einncrai Pmegna-liltsr
, Erie Fulton, Clarksville, Ttf shelter, idea, then borrowed' told Mrs. Savage they were the International Trontbone tap party leader, Said, "We have seen
several nieces and nephews. monesi and bought the 'cave used to kill the grant 'mastodon , Association, plk,-tessionai the minsage that, according to experts,
• and lo rolling acres around it. and bison. organization of trombonists. seems authentic. We are going through
_archaeologist was caught fossilized snails, bones of the P• • 
- hours of anguiph."
arty leaderS went to Moro's house in
When an inexperierfced The cave has also produced
bulldozing inside the cave, peccary, an ice-age pig, and
Mrs. Savage ran hirn off.
Since 1964, Mrs. Savage has
pleaded for a scientific ex-
ploration of the cave and
classification °fits contents_
.Dr. Carl .F Miller of the
Smithsonian was getting




--- Eleven new family mem-
berships and one single
membership was approved by
the Board of Directors of the
Oaks Country Club at their
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digars carded , amy 2,500
bags of relics, such as the
bones of bison and giant
mastadon, Mrs. Savage said.
Last week Carnegie bowed
out of the exploration and
returned some of the relics to
Mrs. Savage, who is putting
them into an orderly array
along with hundreds of other kouis G. Ifourgnagoill
things she. has foiled in the Paducah, a senior at fifurra
cave and-fields that siirround State Univty, will present• 
on ff
Savage 410 exPeris- campus Stind-redlAy:•atA ill.
have told her it-would cost Scheduled to begin at 330millions of dollars and take 10














adequate shape for disco•Ary,
Arts Center, the programclassification and preser-




ored t;, - MeDorth
the minutes, and susy wens,. • Savage talked the Carnegie "This was the crossroads of liZirs,",,ah
conners, secretaity-;--reidint-  -Smithsonian effort, Mrs. remain to be expl
treasurer, giving her report. Institute into exploring the the continent for insects, birds Pet
Ice* taimaraiiii..--_and__ cave, but-abe-says "that-was-a  and animals -- and then- -341  ,tetine— The communique seemed to
Mrs!' James H000er, Mr. and mess*" - - -people - at the beginning, I Tessica -Wal-Mart 2  :4: West Germany's announcement last
e.dBrlgade. Has Reportedly
Executed:May's Aldo More
Rome to inform his wife Eleonora, and
the 5,000-year-old bones of a at party headquarters, grim-faced offi-
baby human being. • . pric.„ a god, of lociii atawg it ma_ clools gathered to await word while
Archaeologists say beetles EnDinTtoda,.. Y.„_., ivrolshed,.. 1411111414or & cretaries wept in the corridors.
have been found in the cave ka„„„y1„,'"'`,„1,,alehill")...,...,..,....._9,11. .'" a In the capital's streets, pedestrians
that date back a million years_ _ limmulai Average . . - ' - - . _ held transistor radios to their ears for
. - There's- a waterfall deep
within the cave and blind Aim̀reA.,„dgeu  •
crayfish have been found in • American klotors 
exploration of the cave that the water and although ar- ,,,401,111nderican Telephone , „ . Int -.::: long Moro case.
Mrs. Savage had fought for in chaeologists have explored a Ford Motor • 4, -is The message was found in a trashcan
1964 when he became ill anC-low_passageway leading_la50, •L'e=t7uht °7..  , . , ,-.-A$11.11  in the ancient Trastevere section of
the project fell by the wayside. feet from the entrance, they Goodrich ' . 214i Ai Rome after a telephone call to the
Soon after the ill-fated - think many areas of the caye He'll:de:1n  27% unc2523,4 +1% newspaper A Messaggero. This was the
-...- L..:45,..421sse____Forttitme used by the Red Brigades in
29% 4- to distributing other messages since the
, • PL4 -4/ kidnapping. .
-  news broadcasts. Indoors, residents
 45% unc watched continuous television coverage
BONZE (AP) - A message pur-
portedly from the terrorist kidnappers
of kr-flier Premier Aldo Moro today
announced his execution and seid his
body was dumped in a mountain lake.
The statement, bearing the signature
of the Red Brigades, said the 61-year-
old president of the ruling Christian
Democratic Party was executed "by
suicide" and thrown into Lake
Duchessa, 72 miles northeast of Rome.




4% mac of the latest development in the month-,
Mrs. Max Canady, Mr. and • Dr. Don Deigoo's Carnegie_ believe," Mrs. Savage said..
Mrs. Joe Jachson, Mr. -and
  lars-Radaisp...Chatman.-Msr-
and Mrs. Burton Young, Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Sackelson,
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cates. Mr.
and Mrs. Greg McKee!, Mr.
and Mrs. Truman Whitfield,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles
Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Weatherford. and Doris
Johnson. -
 .Nicky Ryan. golf chairman,
said the first tournament of
theseason will be a two man
team scramble on May 6 and 7
which will be open to any two
man team. He said this type of
tournament is growing in
popularity in this area. Given
away in this event will be 63500
in prizes with equal prizes in
each flight.
Ryan also announced a club'
scramble to be held on Sunday
afternoon, April 23 instead of
the date listed in the club
calendar Persons wishing to
play should sign,. up in the pro
shop.
Reports were given by
Norman Lane on the work of
the club house committee; by
Mitchell Story, course
superintendent, who said that
all 18 holes were ready for
golf; Wally Young, golf pro
and pool manager, who was
given approval for a new floor
covering for _the pro shop Pro
Young said golf lessons were




With a Hearing Aid?
Chicago. 111,-A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear hut do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
inixrel of the smallest &Hone
aid of its kind will be given a).-
solutely free to anyone answer
441 his advertisement.
Send for thw_nlockl. NW( on
and weer in .rhe mew, of
your own home. While aian
people- with a hearing loss will
not receive any significant
benefir from any bearing aid,.
this free model will show you
how tin* heartng.helli cin_be.
is not a real hearing aid. .
it's yours to keep. free. The se,
lust aid weighs less than a third
mom and- irs-aii 'at ear
iff one unit. •
tapes available to the three commercial—NW-Us aides- discussing the _scandal
television networks, public television- ' that forced-h-im from office. ,
and a recording company planning to Filing snit in 1976 to have the tapes,
sell copies of the tape for home use, released were 'ABC, CBS,- NBC, the
"Considering all the circumstances Public Broadcasting Service, the
of this concededly singular case, we Radio-Television News Directors . - -
hotel that- the cowl/ion-taw right tir - Association antr-Irtrner -Com-
access to judicial recoriisdoes not au- munications. . - ... .. -----.. _
thorize release of the tapes in The networks, public television And  
question," Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. the news directors group sought to air ---
wrote for the court's majority, portions of the tapes while Warner- ...-
The cOurt's ruling is a major legal wanted to reproduce them for sale al -
inuct-WW-41ltizon, who persistently—reeerds and tape cassettes. '-
challenged the tapes' release as an Nixon argued that the tapes' release
would invade his privacy saadeemise him
• 
• • • - RaaderMeinhof urban gang conunftted J
---,- -1:-- •-• ,-• ------,- • Powell's opinion were Chief great embarrassment.for Davis,,:. ___,„_, _ __ .iaracte" in their-cells-near StuttgarL ' Justie°11113arren E. Burger and Justices - In arguing before the Intim-last
Leftists across. Europe demonstrated Harry A. Blackmun, ' William H. . October, Jeffress said. the -feemer '-
and bombed West German in- Rehnquist and Potter Stewart.• • president would suffer "mental. . . -:, • .. . - . T had beenreath
FRANICFORT, Ky. f AP) -
The plans of the Ku Klux Klan
to lay a wreath al the base of a
moment honoring the only
president .-oT--t Cerifederacy
may run into problems related
to insurance.
The Klan. as part of a rally
in Hopkinsville June 3-4,
wants to place the wreath at
the foot of the Jefferson Davis




tgomery said 'Monday - they




are not allowed near the base
of the 351 foot high obelisk
monument while repair work
Corrections Head
To Address UCM
is 'being done because of
surance considerations. . •
-The rest of the park is open
and_they,...ve a nerfect right
to go there like 'everyone
else,'' Montgomery said. "But
the monument per se is closed.
The area that is dosed is
roped off.
"The picnic area.in the bra
they are welcome to use,"
Montgomery said. "But near
the construction, they ab-
solutely have to keep out.
The 22-acre park is located
'TO males east of Hopkinsville
on U.S. 68 and Kentucky 80
near the Todd County bir-
thplace of Jefferson Davis,
president of the Confederacy
during the civil War. .
Montgomery said heibis not
been contacted by Klan of-
ficials, but was writing Grand
Wizard William Chaney of
Greenwood, Ind. Monday to
explain the situation with the
park and the state's in-
surance.
Montgomery said the repOr -  
-investigations 
eel/firmed di"' died bY
• ' ' 
. . ..their own hands.
when large chunks of_ _tbe.
work was 
begun last yea' Lake Duchess& is 6,000 feet up tbe
  of Mt. Wane in the Abruzzi region
' mon4ment-, the tallest 411'a/ central Italy. It In in a rugged andconcrete obelisk in the world
and fourth highest monument 
isodilaftziculareat. and access by automobile
in- the United States, began .
cement is 
Following the kidnapping, the Redfalling. 
Brigades 
epoxy
being pumped into the 
issued six communiques and
monument to seal it and keep 
three letters written by Moro. The
water from freezing and _ 
ransom him by freeing tailed terrorists,
letters appealed to the government t,o
causing further damage. The
repair work is being ac-
complished from a scaffold
suspended from the top of the
monument.
-It is quite an involved
process and quite dangerous,"
Montgomery said.
. The monument was
completed and dedicated in
1924, which most of its ap-
proximately 8200,000 coat was
raised by public donation.
When the monument is
open, an elevator takes
visitors to an observaton
platform in its top.
Hog Market
Byron R. White did not agree with all of
Powell'S reasoning; but they also voted-
to bar release of the tapes.
Dissenting were Justices Thurgood
Marshall and John Paul severs. - -
"Needless to say, we're gratified with
the decision, "saki William H. Jeffress
Jr., who argued the case for Nixon
before the Supreme Court.
Transcripts of the tapes were highly
publicized during the 1974 trial of
former Attorney General John Mitchell.
•
• relentlessly."
- Nixon's attorneys argued. that home
sales of 72 hours' worth of White House
conversations would leed to their being
•-"played at cocktail' parties and In
satiric productions."
But in arguing for Warner Com-
munications, lawyer Edward Bennett
Williams had told the court: "I don't_
know of any common law'right not to be
embarrassed by one's inculpatory
words."
Federal State market News Service
April 111, 19711
Kenttatky Purchaae Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. el Est 51:03 Barrows &
Gilts .754.111 lower Sows steady - 50
 J44/5-45 00
UN 14 U6616104. $44.35-14 75
• 216411166.  441444-25
• 3.4 7/14/11114 $42.2543.25
Sows
US 1-2 VO-Wil lba
LS 14 3004101bs
US 141104U lbs . 141.4641114110.4148111^
US 14 40400 lbs 




Dr. Chip Paddock, director
of the criminology and
corrections program at
Murray State University, will
be the featured speaker at the
luncheon of the United
Campus Ministry on Wed-
nesday, April 19_
Paddock is a coordinator Of
the criminal justice system
workshop being sponsored by
the UCM, the Criminology and
Corrections Program, and the
Office for Continuing
Education on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 18 and 19,
and Wednesday, April 26.
Dr. Paddock will first make
some comments on the
workshop tour of Eddyville
Itate Prison which is taking
place today, Tuesday .He will
--follow that with an in-
formational presentation on
the criminal juitice system.




groups will follow led by At-
torney Steve Sanders, At-
torney Gary Haverstock,
Edctyville Chaplain Talmadge'
'Jones, and a former inmate of
Eddyville prison„ .
-77ie Meal will
n Odel are 1r s'o we 
12:16 p m In WI= Aecordin
rooms open at Pennyrile, Pine
Mountain, Greenbu, and
Buckhorn state parks-,. and
possibly a few at Cumberland
Falls.
"But the cottages are all
gone for the summer months
of June, July and August
Mrs. Inman said. "And there
are very few rooms left."
Mrs. Inman said about the
only hope. for someone wan-
ting a reservation is a can-
cellation and pointed out she
was able to get someone a
room at Natural Bridge State
Parraver the Fourth of July
weekend Monday because of a
cahcellation.
''But • I was completely
surprised," she added. "I
hever expected that to turn
-3gricultUral Group ToHowever, she said people
must call in'elich day to check
the camooly county_Grayes on caricellations ?ITV no
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Although the first tulips are
just beginning to . bloom,
rooms at Kentucky state
parks for the 'summer are
already hard to come by.
State Parks Department
officials report all cottages at
the 15 resort parks are already
booked for the summer, while
few of the parks have any
lodge rooms available over
weekends.
Jackie Inman, supervisof of
central reservations for the
Parks Department. said asof
hicioclay there were *till some
Fire Destroys
Rogers Home
A fire early today destroyed
the home of the Lee Rogers
family located on KY 121 near
est.ot-1444teitollteyt—Ligasailat-
eirpent7/12ere-il - -
no cosi,' and certainly no bbli7.
-gallon 1 hotniands ve already
been mailed, so write today to
Der*. Mn, Bencine





go through -the regtilas lun-
cheon line at a cost of $2.00.
The entire program will end at'
p.m.
For more information call
the office, 753-3531
4444.4444.4.•••••1.4
Zowify line vraltilig-list la kept. She
More than 31.1 million
people visited Kentucky's
state perks, shrine.s and
museums in 1977, with 60
percent coming from out of
the 'state.
But Mrs. Inman said
Kentuckians are becoming
more aware of how to get into
their own parks during the
summer.
"We are getting a lot more
Kentucky calls," she -said.
'Kentucky people are waking
tip to the fact they have to get
'nearly.
"It 1*i%, starts up' here in
January," said Mrs. Inman,
gho oversees six employees
arho handle phone requests for
reservations at Kentuck
s'ate parks.
fall that three 'jailed terrorists of the
0=
old Meeting Thursday .
The American Agricuthiralspokesmanher 'division is just too roup , will have a state
-ObantrIPIrseall180 4104".411/60016.14.1 1111114 ir
Redeye the call came - -• ID; at 730 pit, 'it the
'in 'bout 3:19 a.m. today 1.ality. DATA lloway County High School.
Cause of the blaze was Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m 356.7 • Bob Kemp, spokesman for
unknown Firefighters said Below dam 310.3, down (14 calloway group, urges all
the home was a total loss. Ten Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 3,93 8 farmers and interested
men with three trucks -Below dam 313.2, down 0 6 tilendx to attend the meeting
responded to the call. Sunset 8:33. Sunrise 5.t Thursday.tin  •
1-'•••
point star of the Red Brigades and other
objects believed to have been used in
the kidnapping.
Police - sources said the messages
_WASHIN-GTON ( AP) - The Supreme
Court today barrecie the public from
listening to the 30 White House tape
recordings played at the Watergate
coverup trial of aides to former
President Richard M. Nixon.
The court's 7-2 decision reversed a
1976 ruling by the U.S.. Circuit Court of
Appeals that would have made the
s
..found in the apartment referred to the
Moro abduction, They _HU in-
vesitigators . were examining the
typestriter to deterinine.whether it had
been ysed to write the communiques
issued by the kidnappers.
The police said they went to the
building with some firemen after a
• woman living beneath th hideout
complained that water was pouring
through her ceiling from the apartment
above. The apartment was- empty, so
the police and firemen broke in and
immediately realized it was a terrorist
hideout.
HIIfr d.pacVnen- were rushed
to the area and blocked traffic. After
questioning the neighbors, police began
a search for a young blonde woman who
was said to have been in the apartment
until early this morning.
and exWhite House aides H.R. Heide-
man and John Ehrlichman. All 30'
transcripts were widely quoted in part
or in their entirety in newspapers and
other publications.
But except for the 12-member jury
and those persons who sat through all
or portions of the trial-, the public has -
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ilitareeStymie• stallations, claiming the trioGerman gove-YnMent said subsequentand murdered by a"boritiest- but_ the na.triull'i!etus v nest_ ent..ir:3sy Mtn. )"everyrf discer
All but Stewart were appointed to the anguish if the tapes were not kept
..11241E. to elYDe played
-
